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JACKSONVILLE 2. FLORIDA

l'tlarch 15, 1957.

Honorable fick C. r~uccio, Mayor, and
Board of Representatives,
Tampa, Florida .
Dear Mayor Nuccio end Gentlemen of the Board:
I am pleased to present herewith a compr~r. cns ive report pertinent
to the future growth and development of Tampa . In reality this report
supplements lB<e reports made in 1945 and 1951, however, this one relates to the arc.g_ of Tampa as constitu"Led since the annexation of 1953.

This rerort s eeks to reflect the many ideas that resulted from
t he numerous studies made by ~s, ideas which we feel should direct
future physica l improve~ents in the city and area contiguous to it,
Thruout the: course of thEse studies I was represent t;d in Tampa by
Clarence D. Ho ~ inson, Jr., who since t he first of the year has taken
a position with you . ~vith the knowledge he gained in his work for me.
i"1r . Robinson will prove P. most ve.luable a id to you and the Plann1ng
and Zoning Bo~rd in the conduct of further pla~~ing studies.
In certain phases of ~he work incid ent to the Central Business
District I was assisted by ~essrs . Smith-Kennedy.
In cor1clusion, I want to tharr.{ you and the Board of ftepresentat ives for the opportunity to cgain s t rve the City and for the cooperation accorded me .
With kindest regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,

GWRG:C vi . SIMONS, JR .
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THE, PROBLEhS
In this era of dynamic growth and expansion cities built with street
systems designed to satisfy the requirements of animal drawn traffic - or
even electric cars - are now faced with t he necessity of adjusting themselves functionally to the impact of the automobile.

People are moving

from the confusion and noises of the old central cores to the

periphe~

of the city and beyond where new residential districts are being built and
modern shopping centers established.

No longer are corporate limit lines

important in the socio-economic pattern of the urban community .
The effects of the new urban trend and of growth generally are observed
daily in the increasing volun1es of traffic flowing thru the streets, by the
expansion of commercial and industrial enterprise and by the ever-widening
band of residential obsolescence and blight surrounding the Central Business District.

These developments are the source of many new and diverse

pr•blems that must be considered by the governing body and its various
department heads.
It is necessary to facilitate and expedite the circulation of traffic
by providing more adequate roadways and utilizing more efficiently existing
roadways and, as a correlated problem, to provide more adequate and conveni ently locat ed parking facilities within or adjacent to the Central Business District to preserve its integrity and future value as a trading and
business center.
There is also the problem of rehabilitating or improving the usefulness
of thos e old residential a.reas surrounding t he Central Business District and
els ewh er e, blight ed by the expansion of commerce and industry.

Such reha-
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bilitation of changing neighborhoods thru urban renewal and housing improvements would not only retard the rate of obsolescence and blight but would
restore deteriorated areas to a status of greater and bEtter usefulness.
And in this connection, the restoration of Ybor City into a characteristic
Latin community could well be undertaken.
In addition to the problems of traffic circulation, streets, parking
and neighborhood rehabilitation are those pertinent to the provision of
additional park and recreation facilities, s cr"ools and school sites, public
buildings (libraries, fire stations, etc.) and ~he extension of public services and utilities.

Recreation facilities in pc.rticular are very essential

in the wholesome development of the city and should be supplied adequately
for both young and old.
Because Industry and Transportation pla.y roles of increasing importance

..

in the economic structure of the city, the

probl~ms

vice, growth and expansion must be considered.

incident to their ser-

Areas of land most suitable

for industrial expansion must be set aside and their uses correlated with
other uses.

And similarly, the transportation pattern of thE area must

serve industry and other uses most advcntageously .
These are but some of the problems thE city of this technological age
must think about in building a modern city to adequately accomodate the
increasing population and provide for its economic development.

Unless

th~

are faced boldly and steps arE- initiated to solve them, the arteries of the
city will continue to harden, strangulation will result and the heart of the
city fail.

3

ECONOMIC BACKGROUND
The growth and development of a city is dependent on its economy.
Take away the economic function and the forces influencing growth are
greatly diminished.

Since planning is concerned with the city as a place

in which to work and play as well as a place in which to live, its economic
potential is important.

To what degree do the advantages of location,

resources and other facilities shape its economy and to what extent is
that economy influenced and enhanced by the growth and development of the
: ·.r

tributary area of which it is an integral part?

Obviously, the broader

and more diversified the economic opportunity, the greater the probabilities of growth.

AS THE SOUTHEAST ANIJ FLORIDA GROW - SO

v~ILL

Tft_MPA GRO

v

The economy of Tampa and its environs is inextricably tied in with
the economies of Florida and the southeast, but more particularly, with
those of the south central region of Florida.

What takes place in Tampa

in the manner of economic development will reflect what takes place in the
region.

And, the magnitude and character of the Tampa economic growth will

depend on how well the city plavs its role as the central unit in the ever
expanding economy of the whole.
The southeast and especially Florida is experiencing a profound economic revolution the impact of which is being felt in Tampa and the whole
area of south central Florida.

hile the U. S. Census Bureau has estimated

that the population of Florida will increase at least 48ib from 1954 to 1965,
other agencies have indicated a still greater growtl .

There has been a

trend from an agrarian to an industrial base - a shift from "farm to factoryn
which trend has intensified a greater urbanization .

4.
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~anufacturing

in particular has been shifting from the older indus-

trial centers of t.he north and east, to many points in the south .
plants have already been established and many more are on the way.

f.'Iany new
And

with each primary plant so established fol ow others of a supplementar.y
nature.

New

econ~nic

growth is also bringing about a change in the dis-

tributing and processing economy .

New warehousing and distributing facil-

ities and new branch offices of national concerns are also being established.

In all areas these revolutionary procedures are affecting the

economy of cities and contributing substantially to their growth.

THE ECONOMY OF

T~lPA

Altho from its earliest days Tampa has been identified with transportation and shipping, its economy for many years was dominated by the manufacture of cigars .

It was limited as a marketing and distributing center

because of inadequate accessibility and transportation facilities .
also

l~nited

of resources .

It was

by the absence of a large tributary population and utilization
Tnese

l~nitations

however were removed after 1920 when the

state and counties initiated their respective highway construction progrruns
and the use of the automobile became universal .

From 1920 to 1955, inclu-

sive, the population of the 13 counties lying within the Tampa orbit of
influence ir..creased from about 240,000 to more than 900,000 (Figure 1 and
Table I).

And, in this same period, a tributar: area originally dependent

principally upon citrus production, phosphate mining and tourists has become
one of diversified economics with special emphasis on marketing, distribution and manufacturing.
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TABL:S I
POPULATION - COUNTIES T.A!-lPA TRADt; AREA

-.

1920 - 1940 - 1;55
1920
Citrus
DeSoto
Hardee
Hernando
Highlands
Hillsboro
Lake
Nanatee
Pasco
Pinellas
Polk
Sarasota
Sumter

5,220
25,434
(1)
4,548

1940

1955~~

7,851

5,846
7, 792
10,158
5,641
9,246
180,148
27,255
26,098
13,981
91,852
86,665
16,106
11,041

6,000
9,200
11,600
7,900
15,400
316,100
46,100
43' 600
26,400
215,200
157,700
42,100
10,900

238,494

491,829

908,200

(2)

88,257
12,744
18,712
8,802
28,265
38,661
(3)

*From estimate prepared by Bureau of tconomic and Business Research,
College of Business Administration, University of Florida.
(1) Hardee County population included in DeSoto County
(2) Highlands County po:rulation included in DeSoto County
(3) Sarasota County population included in JYlanagee County

Hardee , Highlands and Sarasota Counties created in 1921.
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No longer is Tampa a trading center of limited extent, a county seat
and a colorful Latin community devoted primarily to t

~e

production of

cigars. Altho the Latin community is still an outstanding facet in the
economy of Tampa and the production of cigars contributes suostantially
to the industrial income, the overall economy of the city has changed
decidedly since 1920.

Tcday the influence of Tampa is felt as far away

as its n1any products are carried and within its widening trade area as far
as the appeal of its commercial, servicing and cultural advantages extend.
Because of its strategic position in one of Florida's most rapidly growing
anq increasingly productive areas, Tampa has become an important unit of
diversified activity in the economic structure of the state and nation.
Its economy is now identified prominently with international trade, varied
manufacturing enterprises , wholesale distribution, retail trade, financial,
professional and other services as well as tourisn1.

POHT OF

Tihl~PA

On the basis of the tonnage of exports and imports the Port of Tampa

ranks first among the major harbors of Florida , Georgia and South Carolina.
The tonnage handled thru the port increased from 3,700,870 tons in 1946 to

10,656,046 tons in 1955, an increase of more than 200%.

Of the latter,

3,139,140 tons or nearly one-third was phosphate exported to various points
thruout the world.

In addition to being the world's foremost port for the

export of phosphate, it is one of the principal ports for the importation of
bananas and other products as shown in Table II.

Currently the Port of Tampa

is served by 89 lines of call that import and export commodities to and from
the far corners of the world.

8

TABLE II
PRINCIPAL EXPOtaS AND ll'PGRTS (IN SHORT TONS)
PORT OF TArvlPA - 1955
ll1PORTS

EXPOHTS

Chemicals
Mibles
Fruits
Glass
Grain
Iron & Steel
Lumber
Machinery
Ivleal
Meat and Animal Products
Minerals
~tis cellaneous
Petroleum
Explosives
Scrap

389,141
13,846
85,308
170
19,338
5,647
7,021
101
1,815
6,331
41,221
381,494
4,498,070

3 ,154,371·

TOTAL

5,410,395

3' 525' 738

14,83~~

144
8

279,183
200
50
74,573

->:-Animals & Edibles
CHEMICALS. Included in imports are 232,700 tons of sulphur and 56,859
tons of ammonium products and among exports, 3,139,140 tons of phosphate.
FRUITS.

Included among imports are 76,134 tons of bananas.

LUMB1R.

Imports include mahogany logs, 1,963 tons.

~EAT

AND ANTI•iAL PRODUCTS.

MINE.H.A.LS.

Included among imports are 5,810 tons of shrimp.

Included among imports are 30,000 tons of gypsum and gypsum rock.

MISCELLANEOUS. Included among imports are 93,071 tons of cement, 167,217
tons of general merchandise, 19,817 tons of newsprint and among exports,
224,129 tons of general, 50,000 tons of ice.
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As shown in Figure 2 the various port faciliti es are conveniently
located along t he l!Stuary, t he Hillsborough River and Hillsborough Bay,
accessible to rail sidings and connections, war ehousing facilities and
highways.

RAILROADS
Two trunk line railroads (Atlantic Coast Line Railroad and Seaboard
Air Line Railroad) operate north and south from Tampa, each serving the
various port, industrial and other enterprises .

One or th€ other, or both,

also serve the many corn.rnunities situated within t he trade area and provide
services to points thruout the state and nation.
operates phosphate terminals on
t erminals at Port Tmnpa .

~eddon

The Seaboard Railroad

Island and the Atlantic Coast Line,

Petroleum storage on Hooker's Point, in the

Estuary ar ea and at Port Tampa is a lso s erved by th e rail lines.
The various rail and connecting port facilities are r elatively well
situat ed in t he land us e pattern of Tampa (Figure 2), especially conducive
to industrial expansion .

Rail facilities also ext end into t he bay area

south of Gandy Boulevar d, nort hward along Rome Avenue, into Drew Park and
plans are now propos ed to ext end lines into t he Henderson Air Port area in
the north.

AIR SERVICES
The International Air Port of Tampa, one of the more important in the
South, is ssrved by four major air lines - &stern, ·!facl ey, National and
Trans-Canada .

Regular schedules provide direct services to Nassau,

Toronto, Chicago, New Orleans, Los Angeles and intermediate points.
plane service is also available.

Cargo

A second airport on Davis Islands is

available to private and executive plane service.

:

f

•

HIGHwAYS
~Jhereas

the mileage of improved highways extending from Tampa into its

tributary trade area was relatively small in 1920, today the area is served
by a network of highways radiating in all directions from the city.

Two

major highway routes extend northward and southward (U. S ..... ~l: 9nd U. S. 301),
three eastward (U. S. 92, State 60 and 574) and three westward (State 60 and
580, .and ..U. S. 92), all of v1hich provide easy, quick access to all segments
of the tributary area and the State.

The State Road Department is currently

preparing designs for a new routing of U. S. 92 from the east into and thru
Tampa via a modern expressway.
Because of its accessibility by highways and its strategic location
from which to s ervice a large area, 15 truck lines have established terminals in the Tampa area.
These various means of transportation - water, rail, air and highways
- with their coordinated facilities emphasize the increasing importance of
transportation as a component part of Tampa's over-all economy.
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MANUFACTURING
Diversified industrial activity and manufacturing is ascending to a
position of increasing importance in t he Tampa economy.

According to

studies made by t he Resea rch Division of t he Industrial Department of th e
Greater Tampa Chamber of Commerce t h er e a re s orne 546 manufacturing estabments in

Ta ~pa emplo~~ng

more than 15,000 work ers.

herea s the manufacture

of cigars was a dominant factor in t l: e economy at one time, today this
industry is augmented by many others.

The manufacture of cement, cans,

fertilizer, concrete pipe, the fabrication of metal products, the canning
of citrus juic es, the processing of fooC.s and th.s manufa cturing or assembly
of many other products chara ct eriz e the industrial economy.

Forty plants

employ mor e than 100 people and of these six employ in excess of 500 a.nd
more than 400 employ from one to t -r.ienty-fi ve workers.
Thru the efforts of the Committ ee of 100 of th e Chamber of Commerce
the advantages of Tampa as a sit e for industry a re b eing broadcast vd.dely
with t he r esult t hat new industries ha ve co1. e into t h8 city in the last
year.

From tL e progr ess that ha s been r ecorded industrially in the past

decad~

it is clear t hJt added industry will occupy a most prominent position

in the future economy of t he city.

.u•••••
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~vHOLESAL1 Al~D

RbTAIL TRADEs

The improvement and extension of highwcys into arens of int "nsive
industrial development and populotion

grov~th

has enhanced the strategic

importance of Tc.rnpe. as a wholesc.le distribution, retail
vicing center.

marketin~

and ser-

From January, 1950, thru july, 1956, there w s a 31%

increase in the number of wage and salaried workers engaged in these trades
in Hillsborough County.
Today more than- 600 wholesale outlets serve the immediate tributary
area and state from Tampa, many of which are branches of national producers
and processors.

In 1954, these

establish~ents

did a business in excess of

Figure 3 shows the number, location and type of manu-

480 million dollars.

facturing and distributing enterprises that have oeen established in Tampa
since 1950.

R1TAIL TRADE A.ttbA

The influence of Tampa as a retail and specialty goods marketing center extends into a large area conprising some twelve co1nti€s, exclusive of
Hillsborough, within a radius of 100 miles - some of the fast est growing
and productive countiEs of Florida .
tant cities are located (Figure
Arcadia
Bartow
Bradenton
Brooksville
Clearwater
Dade City
Haines City

1).

Inverness
Lakeland
Lake vvales
Leesburg
PaL'T. et to
Plant City
Sa int Pet ~ rsburg

/

vithin this area the following

Sarasota
Sebring
Tcrpon Springs
Wint er Haven
v·J aucbula

L~por-
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within this trade area are located 10% of the vegetable and small
fruit acr age or the state; 14% of the cattle production; 37.6% of the
citrus fruit acreage including Polk, the first county in citrus production
in the state; the major citrus concentrate and juice canning operations;
45.6~

of the manufa cturing plants in Florida and 100% of phosphate mining

and allied industries.

It is an area peculiarly adapted to a diversifica-

tion of pursuits including agriculture, horticulture and cattle raising as
vrell as one most appealing to tourists and homeseekers.

few areas in the

south offer more opportunities for economic enterpris8 than this.
The population of the area., as stated previously, has more than tripled
since 1920, from 23 3,494 in 1920 to 908,200 in 1955.
lation has increased more

tha~

Since 1940, the popu-

90%.

According to studies of Sales He.naganent the 1955 retail sales in the
tributary area amounted to morE than one billion dollars and its Effective
Buying Income slightly exceeded one billion dolJ_ars .
The completion of the proposed
east and

nort~,

:bcpresswa~-

system into Tampa from the

tLe Turnpike from the nortL :1nd the conpletion of State and

County higl:way improvements and the n'::

Causew-ay v..r:]_ll further improve the

accessibility of Tampa.
Predicated therefore on the continuing

grow~h

and intensive develop-

ment of the tributary region and the resultant enhancement of its economy,
new opportunities will be ava:;..lable to Tampa.

vith the entrance of each

new industrial enterprise will cou;.e new people .for whom Tampa must plan
added and enlarged facilities.
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GAii~UL

WlPLOYl'-i1N'£

Based on the labor statistics of Hillsborough County one can get a
good picture of how the people who reside in the Tampa area were gainfully
employed in August of 1950 and 1956.
relative positions that

The se data (Table III) disclose the
TtJholesal.e and Retail Trade and the

Hanufacturin~,

Services occupy in t he overall economy of the area .

Nea rly 20% of the

entire labor force is engaged in manufacturing of one kind or another and
more than 30% in the wholesale and retail trades .

In t he six years, 1950-

1956, t here was an increase of 12% in the number of workers engaged in
manufacturing and increases of 36;6 and 33fo respectively in t he numbers
engaged in wholesale and retail trade .

These da-ta vividly portray the

increased i mportance of Tampa and its environs in the various categories
of industrial enterprise .
TABLE III

~--·-

E.STiliJIAT. ·;D

1:!

1PL_QY1J.B\!T. Il~ ~ro~-AGRICUL1'U11P.L ESTABLISHI."iENTS
HILLSBOHOUGH COUNTY FLORIDA
-~------.L--iPHhFArlL I1~ COOF:tlt.P.TIG\ V•1 ITH Tl:-'ili

U. S. BUnMLJ GF LA.30rt STATISTICS)
1STlliATbD
AUGUST ~

l!MP~uYr:ir..NT

AS OF

1950 l>.UGUST , l S56

PhR CENT
INCHMS1

TOTAL

67,500

85,900

27

~anufa cturing
Construction
Transportation, Communications,
Public Utilities
~~nolesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
Services
Government
Other non-manufacturing

16,150
5_,450

18,100
7,600

12
40

7,600
6,250
14,500
2,450
7,550
7,250
300

9, 050
8,500
19,350
3,350
9,650
9,650

19
36
33
37
38
33

650
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POPULATION GROWTH
Prior to 1953, Tampa compris td a corporate area of 24.1 square miles
of which 5. 1 squar e miles was water .

As a result of the annexation program

of that year th e corporate area was expanded to 115. 6 squar e miles of which

70.6 square miles is land and 45 . 2 square miles is water.

This action was

commendable and important becaus e it permitted the extension of the various
functions: and services of local government into tne

most r a-pidly growing

peripheral areas and too, it enabled the city to be realistic as to its
population.
Altho the city had experienced a s teady and substantial population
increase from 1870 when it w&s first recorded in the federal census, the
rate of growth in areas outside of but contiguous to t he city since 1940
was greater than that within the city .

Land areas that were virtually

integral parts of the city were

bein~

t he city exercised no control .

These r apidl:r developing areas had no

developed and populated over which

police protection and only limited l ire, s anitary and other s ervices .

The

annexation program t rerefore did much to homogenize t he corporate area and
enable it to develop under the guidance and direction of local government .
In

1~50

the population of Tmnpa within the corporate limits at that

time, was 124,681.

An estimate made by us in 1951 disclosed that some

89,000 people were residing in the peripheral areas in 1 ;50 .

A reconcilia-

tion of th ese figures therefore indicated t h~t the popul tion of Tampa was
r ealisti cally nearer 214, 000 t ban 124,681.
In 1953,

follo~nn g

t he annexation prograa of that year a special census

conducted by the U. S. Census Bureau r evealed a population of 91,700 in the
annexed area .
corporat e

And as of 0eptember, 1956, the population within the present

lL~its

approximates 250,000.

'"""'U

<O U U~T . . T

~~~~~PERSONS
8000
7000
6000
15000
4000
3000
2.000
1000

."

HILLSBORO

..

1940 19S3
SCAL E

'

AREA

POPULATION
1940

I
5
2
4
3
I
I
4
5
3
6
3
7
4
8
3
9
FORMER CITY- 108
TOTAL

OF POPULATION
1940- 1953

COMPREHEN

PLANNING

735
242
952
296
712
948
081
590
516
391

137 463

1953

24
7
9
10
8
II
6
10
I
134

976
604
514
605
305
392
878
704
396
681

226 055

MOVEMENT

STUDIES

°
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Some idea of the growth that took place in the annexed area south of
qypress Street including the
population of 1940 and 195.3.

Interb~y

·area is disclosed by the comparative

In the former year a bout 1.3,000 people resided

in this area but its 1953 population was some 43,000 people - representing
a threefold increase (Figure 4).
Altho no specific population information is available reflecting
growth since 1950 it can be judged r easonably well from various available
indices.

Since 1950, thru August, lS56, the

tions increased

44~

nQ~ber

of new water connec-

- from 40,.399 to 58,1.34; the number of sewer connec-

tions, 50%, from 20,000 to 41,000; the number of electrical service connections (Figure 5), 37% - from 68,807 to 94,1.35, and the number of telephone services in the

Ta~pa

Exch&nge,

60% -

1950 thru September, 1956, more than 100

from 57,88.3 to 92,544.

subdiv~sion

From

plats of more than

25 lots each 1.-1ere recordt.d and from January, 1950, thru Nov. 1956 (Figure
6) , 11, 874 new dwelling permits ~Jere i sued by the Building Department •
C'

Since ttc annexation of 195.3, 9,816 of these permits were issued.

So on

the basis of 3.5 persons per dwelling unit this record of progress would
suggest a new population increment of r1ore t han 34,000 people in new dwellings since the annexation of 1953.

,.,,,,,, cou •••u •
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_1._ _
TOTAL

MAYI954

MAY 1956

2900
17 300
6300
2400
1400
7200
!5900
6800
1700
14700
2400
2870

4055
19162
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AGE GROUPING OF THb POPULATION
vJhereas in 1930 less than 4% of the Tampa population was age 65 and
over by 1950 the percentage in this age group had more than doubled (8.8)
(Figure

7). This reflects the number of older, retired and pensioned peo-

ple who are

a~ong

the thousands establishing homesteads in Florida.

many in this age group still find employment in the Labor Force,
either self- employed or retired.

By 1960 the

age group will probably be much greater.

p er c e~tage

Altho

m~ny

are

of people in this

It represents a segment of the

population that must be increasingly consider ed in projecting any future
recreation program of the city.
The increased birt h rate since 1940 is clearly reflected in the age
group under 5 years of age which increased from 5.9% of the population in

1940 to 9.1% i n 1950.

This is t he group f8r Which schools must be provided.

The percentage in the age group 25-54, inclusive, changed little
between l <;30 and 1950, from 43 7"b of the population in the former year to

46% in the l&tt er. But her e again
toward ageing.

t~ e

1)50 percentage indicates a trend
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PROBABLE GROWTH OF POPULATION
Table IV shows the growth of the United States, the State of Florida,
Hillsborough County and the City of Tampa from 1890 thru 1955, inclusive,
with projections to 1960.

Thru the years, with the exception of the

1930-1940 decade Tampa recorded substantial rates of increase.

The rate

of population i ncrease in t h e decade 1940-1950 for Hillsborough County was
more t tan twice that of the city which was due primarily to growth in the
areas contiguous to but outside Tampa .

The rate of increase in the city's

population for the period 1950-1955 reflected the effect of the 1953
annexation.

On the basis o five years (1950-1955) the decade increase

for the county will exceed 50%.
Altho it is difficult to project t he future popu1ation of such a
dynamic area with any degree of accuracy it is possible to draw some conservative conclusions on the b&sis of what has recently hapJ.'ened.

If the

Tampa urban area continu es to grov.r during the next four years as it has in
t he past or even at the rate t he county has grown, it should have a population approximating 316,000 and 425,000 in 1960 and 1970 respectively.

By 1980 , th e population of the greater

Tamp~

area should be 500,000.

Th ese estimates of future population r€veal to some degree the magnitude of city for which future plans should be made.

Figure 8.
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TABLE IV
POPULATION GROWTH
1890-1955

UNIT.!:ill
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1955
1960

ST~TES

62,947,714
75,994,575
91,972,266
105,710,620
122,775,046
131,409,881
150,697,361
166,0CJO,OOO
175,0CO,OOO

HILLSBOROUGH
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1955
1960

P~ CMT
INCREA~1

25.5
20.7
21.0
14.9
16.1
7.2
11.5
10.0

PM CENT
FLORIDA

INCR1A0:S

391,422
528,542
75?,619
968,470
1,468,211
1,897,414
2, 771,305
3,649,900
5,000,000

35.0
42.5
28.6
51.5
29.2
46.1
31.5

PER CENT

COUNTY

INCP:.EP.SE,

14,941
36,013
78,374
88,257
153' 519
180,148
249,894
316,100
411,000

141.0
11?,5
12.6
62.5
17.3
36.8
26.6.
30.0

P~R

TANPA

CENT

INC1.11!J,SE

5, 532 1s6:o
15,839 138 ..0
37' 782 36.7
51,608 96.0
101,161
7.1
108~391
15.0
95. ();'<124~681
243,266 30.0
316,000

*Re1fects increase in population due to corporate expansion of 1953
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LAND USE PATT1RN
The Land Use pattern of Tampa has developed around a gridiron system
of streets that in the main followed the basic governmental section and
quarter section lines.

From the initial Jackson plat recorded in 1853 the

city has expanded by successive land subdivisions and corporate areas
(Figure 9) to its present size of 115.8 square miles (70.6 square miles
land, 45.2 square miles water).
the years is shown in Figure

The general land use pattern formed thru

~0.

Altho residential development extended in all directions from the central

co~mercial

core, in the more recent years it has been more intensive

and active in the Interbay section, in areas to the north and on Davis
Island.

In the absence of land use controls prior to 1949, commercial

uses were estaolished along many of the principal streets (Figure 11).
Industrial uses were originally established adjacent to the railroads and
port facilities located for the greater part in the east and southeastern
part of t he city (Figure

1~).

In later years however, again in the absence

of land use controls, spots of industrJ were established on the west side
of the river notably in the Drew Park ar ea , along rlome Avenue and along thE
bay south of Gandy Boulevard.

After the war, Drew Field which had expanded

into a major army air force facility reverted to the city to become the
International Air Port under the direction of the Air Port Authority.
The extent of growth in the earlier years was limited primarily to
those lands easily accessible to the central business district by electric
railway, carriage and other means.

In these years such residential districts

as Hyde Park, Tampa Heights, Ybor City, Jackson and S€minole Heights came

········ '"'"'o....
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into being.

Until 1923 and 1925, Seminole Heights and

v~est

Tampa, respec-

tively, were not parts of the city, the latter being a separate entity of
government.

After 1920, with the greater use of the automobile residential

development began to ?Ppear in the outer peripheral areas.
As the city and the. region around it grew in population, area and
economic opportunity the Central Business District expanded gradually into
the older adjacent residential areas, much of which is now blighted.

Sim-

ilarly, portions of the Hyde Park section adjacent to Grand Central Avenue
also becLme blighted.

As one receeds from the central core the age and

general conditions of residential areas improve.

lAND USE CONTROLS

Prior to 1944 t here were no land use controls in Tampa.

In that year

the first comprehensive zoning ordinance and plan were adopted.

Altho much

land was used improperly prior to 1944, the zoning regulations did much to
stabilize and guide subsequent land use development.

In 1950, Hillsborough

County applied zoning regulations to the areas outside of but adjacent to
the city and these too contributed substantially to the stability of their
chcracter.

In 1955, the zoning regulations of the city and those of the

county included in the annexed area were reconciled and consolidated.
Altho there are still large areas of vacant undeveloped land within the current corporate area, their future uses are now regulated by zoning.
The lands included within the corporate area prior to the annexat1on
of 1953 are almost wholly occupied.

Lands available and desirable for resi-

dential development in the Interbay section south of Qypress Street are being rapidly consumed and therefore are limited.

Because of the holdings of
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the Air Port Authority and those of the State Hospital, residential development north of Cypress Street, west of Dale Mabry is also limited.

Residen-

tial development on the east side of the city has been slow primarily because
most of this area is zoned for future industrial development or commerce.
Consequently the principal remaining outlet for future residential growth of
the better quality - excepting that still remaining in the Beach Park

an~

Sunset Park areas - lies to the north much of which is now outside the city.
Forest Hills, Sulphur Springs and Temple Terrace afford the principal outlets to the north.

In this northern section between Nebraska Avenue and

Temple Terrace lies the Henderson Air Port once owned by Hillsborough County,
which is being held for industrial uses.
In recent years a new factor which may change the commercial land use
patternhas entered the economic life of the city, the Shopping Center.
These large strategically located centers with their varied retail shopping
outlets and extensive
areas.

p~rking

areas attract shoppers from relatively large

As "one stop" centers they will tend to retard the utilization of

lands for commercial purposes along

D e~vily

traveled highways.

This will

be even more effective whenever curbside parking is prohibited in order to
utilize the full capacity of roadways for the movement of traffic.

Much of

the street frontage now zoned for commercial purpos es along these highways
Will not be economically productive and ultimately will have to be utilized
for some other purposes.
The land use pattern of Tampa as portrayed generally in Figure 16-is
therefore the result of much planless development.

As subdivision was added

to subdivision, little thought was given to the effect each increment would
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have on the future pattern of the city.

Too often the streets of one sub-

division not aligned with those of another ad joining, has resulted in needless jogs and dead ends.

And even where the element of continuity was pro-

vided, right-of-way widths differed between subdivisions.

One subdivider

plotted large lots while his neighbor across the street plotted small ones .
These diverse practices in subdivision plannine have obviously influenced
the land use pattern

thruo~t

the years ..

Altho there have been many
later

ye~rs,

pattern.

~nprovements

in subdivision design in the

too many deficiencies still prevail to complicate the land use

ThE eagerness of the promoter to get the maximum number of saleable

lots per a ere from a given tract of land has even eliminated or limited the
neighborhood r ecreation area .

Large areas of land have been developed resi-

dentailly without any reserved spaces for either parks or recreation, which
means that the streets becor11e the principal r ecreation c.reas .
school sites

h~ve

Similarly,

not been anticipated or reserved, or sites for such other

public services as fire

station~,

community buildings or libraries.
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STREETS AND HIGHWAYS

In 1930 there were 3 59, 525 motor vehicles registered in the State of
Florida of which 36,831 were registered in Hillsborough County; in 1956
(August) there were 153,400 registered in the County.

Whereas in 1930

there were 4.15 people per registered motor vehicle in Hillsborough County,
in 1956 there were 2.1 people.

This indicates that the automobile popula-

tion of the County increased nearly four
of people.

tL~es

faster than the population

On the basis of the current population of Tampa (243,000) and

automobile registrations it is reasonable to assume that more than 125,000
locally registered motor vehicles are circulating thru the street system of
the city daily.

This does not include the additional volume of vehicles

that enter the city daily from the outside.

It is conceivable that this

volume of traffic will more than double in less than ten years.

The move-

ment of these increasing volQmes of traffic expeditiously and safely into,
around and thru the city is ess ential for th e satisfa ctory functioning of
the urban area .
storage or

Closely related to the

mov~ment

of vehicles is their

parkin~.

The streets of the city were designed primarily to accomod- te animal
drawn vehicles and not the large volumes of motor traffic now using them.
In earlier days the type and durability of ro&dway surface or even the jogs
and dead ends encountered caused no serious inconvenience.
picture has changed~

But today the

The impact of the motor vehicle presents many new

problems that must be approached realistically and boldly; the future welfare of the city depends on their solution.

v~hereas the immediate. problem

is to alleviate congestion and delay the ultimate problem is that of constructing an overall system of major thorofares.of adequate capacity to
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handle anticipated volumes of traffic incident to incrtased growth.

It is

an overall, comprehensive concept rat her than one of expediency.
In developing a plan of major streets the various phases of the comprehensive plan Irolst b-e correlated in so far as possible.

The

location of

schools and recreation arEc S will be influenced by streets and further,
areas devoted principally to residential uses will require different treatment than devoted to industries .
•ovements of traffic within the urban B.rea are between the places of
residence and places of employment - the business and industrial districts.
Altho most of the streets serve as access streets c e.rrying relatively small
volumes of traffic, certain of the principal streets at tract large volumes
of traffic.
frameworl~

Because of this characteristic of traffic flow the street

- the major street plan - cc.n be divided functionally into streets

of different types.

STrtbt.T TYP1S AND FUNCTIONS

Hadial streets extend

o~tward

from the central-business district -to

serve the various residential sections and ereas beyond the city.

M0 st of

these streets carying the bulk of the traffic are now integral parts of
County or State systems accomodatin.&; thru traffic as well as that generated
within the various tributary residential sections.
A second class of street extends from one portion of the city to another
or even thru the city without entering the central business district.

Altho

none of these streets penetrate the central business district they are of
major significance in the over-all pat tern and a. re commonly called Collector,

~condaEl or Cross Town streets.
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A third class of street is that which provides access and service to
various types of property, mostly residential.
structurally according to the services

render~d;

Such

~

Streets differ

those serving industrial

districts must be more substantial and spacious than those serving purely
residential sections.

A major portion of the over-all street system con-

sists of these local streets.
A fourth class of highway of comparatively recent origin is the Express-

way, now being proposed thru Tampa.

It is a limited access highway designed

to move great volurnes of traffic into and thru the city and the various
areas thereof.

Obvio 1sly to be most serviceable the hxpressway must be co-

ordinated wi th the other major

eleme~ts

of the overall street pattern to

serve the city most advantageously .

STANDARDS OF STREETS
Streets of primary .or secondary importance designed to carry large
volumes of traffic must heve rights-of-way sufficier.tly wide to accomodate
roadways of adequate capacity to move the increasing volumes of traffic
expeditiously with a minimum of hazard.

In some cases where

l~~ited

access

is desirable, the right-of-way width should be sufficient to also accomodate
access roads on either side of .and parallel to the main

roa~way.

Design standards for interstate, state and federal highways, and for
expressways, havs been determin8d by the various federal, state and county
highway agencies.

Some local

comrr~nities

have established standards which

often vary slightly from place to place but in general, they too seek to
obtain an adequacy of both right-of -way and roadway.
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The principal components of a major street plan designed to carry large
volumes of traffic should have rights-of-wqy sufficiently wide to accomodate
roadways of four moving lanes of traffic and two parking lanes and in some
cases, six moving lanes.

Moving lanes should be preferably twelve feet wide

and parking lanes eight-ten feet; in some cases these widths might be reduced to eleven and eight feet respectively.
Secondary streets of lesser importance should have right-of-way widths
of at least eightyfeet to accomodate roadways of two moving lanes and two
parking lanes.
Access streets in residential areas should have right-of-way widths
of at least sixty feet but in some cases widths of fifty feet would be permissible.
Suggested cross sections standards are shown in Figure 13.

EXISTING STR1ET SYSTH1
With few exceptions the Tampa stre et system has adhered rigidly to the
grid pattern established initially in the Jackson plat of 1853.

Unfor~

tunately, the right-of-way widths of 80 feet established in this plat were
not adopted as standard right-of-way widths for street s extending from it in
adjacent plats.

Practically all the streets in the syst€m follow the east-

west and north-south government section lines or fractions thereof.
Thru years of growth and use a comprehensive framework of principal
streets has been developed.

Some of these extend outward as Radials from

the Central Business District to s erve residential sections and areas
beyond th e city.

Among these are Florida and Nebraska Avenues, Tampa Street,

.

Of" TAMPA FLORIDA

, ~...............~~
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MAJOR STREET PLAN
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Adamo Drive, Platt Street, Bayshore Boulevard, Grand Central Avenue, Cass
and Qypress Streets.
Otners of these principal streets do not penetrate the Central Business
District but carry traffic thru the city or from one section to another.
ft~ong

the important streets of this class (Secondary or Cross Town) are

Hillsborough Avenue, Boulevard, north and south; Colm1bus Drive, Armenia
Avenue, Dale

i1abr~~ ,

22nd, 40th and 50th Streets.

Altho none of these streets

lead directly into the Central Business District they are component parts of
circumferential or ring road routes enabling tra1. fie to circulate between
various parts of the city without passing thru the Central Business District.
Then there are a number of intermediate streets that se-rve to connect
various principal arteries.

Amcng these are Morrison, Bay-to-Bay, El Prado,

Euclid, Buffalo, Sligh and others.
Together these principal streets correlated to the

~xPressway

the essential elements of the major street system (Figure

constitute

14).

The full utilization of these various streets would distribute traffic
movements 1nore advantageously and at the srune

ti~e

greatly

minL~ize

conges-

tion on the various radials and within th& Central Business District.
Ten bridges now cross the Hillsborough River and one crosses from the
mainland to Davis Island.

These will be augmented by a new bridge between

LaFayette and Platt Streets at Krause Street and by one on the Expressway
north of Cass Street.

The old Garcia Avenue bridge will soon be replaced

by a new and more ~dequate one at Boule ard.

In the future, the Fortune

Street bridge whould be rebuilt, also the one at Sligh

it venus

bridge should be located before too long at Buffalo Avenue.

and a new
The Central

...

TING RIGHT OF WAY
ND ROADWAY WIDTHS
{ PRINCIPAL TRAVEL£0 STREETS l

PLANNING STUDIES

FIG . 15.
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Avenue leg of the Expressway will provide an additional outl€t tc the north
serving the areas north of the river.
The efficiency of any major street framework as a means of circulating
and distributing traffic depends on rights-of-way and roadways of adequate
widths.
traffic

Unless such provisions are anticipated the increasing volumes of
~f

later years will become a source of greate-r congestion and

strangulation.
Currently the greater part of the street
right~ ofi-way

wldths.

frar.~ework

is deficient in

Many of the principal streets or portions thereof

with rights-of-way of only 50 or 60 feet do not permit of roadways in excess
of 40 feet wide.
areas

1'-iany miles of these streets extend thru densely built up

where it is now difficult and costly to acquire land for street

widening.

The establishment of generous set back lines along these various

streets is a st ep in the right direction.

v·Jhen structures are rebuilt or

new ones erected, the s et back lines established now would regulate the
building line.

On Figure 15 the

ri ght -of-wa~r

and roadway widths of the

various principal streets are sho.,m.

TRlFr iC FLO~~ MD VOLUHJ&

The adequacy of a roadway as a channel to carr.f the volumes cf traffic,
can be judged by the number o.f vehicles a given lane of width can carry
expeditiously and safely. This volume obviously will depend on the number
of intersections, the extent of signal ccntrol, width of roadway and the
preva.lenc e of curbside parking.

The wider the l ane , the fewer the intersec-

tions, the effectiveness of sign2l c ont rol and fre edon of interference of
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parking, the greater number of vehicles a lane will

car~.

Because the

roadway is primarily a channel to expedite flowing traffic, the storage or
parking of traffic on it may have to be eliminated in order to realize its
maximum capacity.

These fundamentals must be considered in defining the

major street system.
Traffic flow studies made at selected points in the street system show
the volumes of moving traffic.
extensively.

They also identify the street$ used most

Traffic flow studies made in 1939-1940, in

1~47

and again in

1956 enable one to note whether there mve been any radical changes in the
traffic flow pattern generally and further, studies conduct ed by the State
Road Department reflect the realtive volume increases in the time interval
1947 to 1956.

Neither the studies of 1939-1940 nor those of 1947 extended

much beyond the corporate area prior to 1953 consequently the 1956 data is
the most comprehensive and revealing.
The traffic flow pattern of today is
1940 and 1947.

aL~ost

identical with that of 1939-

The same streets are still carrying the major traffic loads,

augmented however by those streets in that portion of thG city annexed in
1953.

Gro\vth and development in the Interbay arc:a and the increased volumes

of traffic crossing Gandy Bridge have accentuated the importance of such
streets as McDill Avenue, Dale D.abr:r , Armenia Avenue, vv est Shore Drive, Henderson Boulevard, Manhattan Boulevard and

~lso

of such cross streets as Bay-

to-Bay, El Prado and Euclid in addition to Gandy Boulevard.

On the north

the development of lands has emphasized the importance of waters Avenue,
Temple Terrace Highway and Linebaugh and on the east, 40th and 50th Streets.
The introduction of the one-way street system in 1951 plus the extension
of Howard Asz:enue into Armenia Avenue and the extension of Tampa Street into
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Higr~and

to Hillsborough Avenue has changed the flow characteristics some-

what but not radically.
Comparing the twenty-four hour annual average oft raf'fic volumes of

1947 with those of 1956 indicatss generally that the volume of traffic using
the principal streets has increased substantially since 1947.

Since 1947

hdamo Drive has been extended eastward from 22nd Street as an important
whereas in 1947 the volurr1e of traffic carrisd by this thoro-

state highway.

fare avera.ged 5, 000-10,000 vehi cles per da.. , today the average varies from
20,000 to 28,000.

SL~ilarly,

whereas Hillsborough Avenue carried an average

daily load of 8,000 to 10, 000 in l91l-7, today it varies from 13 , 000 to 23,000 .
Even the volume; c?.rried on 22nd Street south of Broadway has more than
douJled and
50~.

th~t

on both Floride, and

Nebr~ska

Avenues has increased about

The volume on Grand Central Avenue west of the river hn.s also more

than doubled .

From these c mperative data it is apparent that the volume

of traffic using the principal streets of thE. city has greatly increased
since 1947 - varying from a 50% increc.se to more than 2UO%.

Vith the popu-

ll~tion of the. city and tributar-y area incre2sing it is clear that provisions

must be made

MnJurl ~TrtLLT

to handle a larger vobxme than now.

PLAN OF 1941. 1947

8~d

1951

hs a result of the traffic flow, land use and population distribution
studies made in 1941, a major streE.t plan was df;lineated, which even then
wa.s extended beyond the cot'por"te area of that date into much of the area
subsequently ~nnexed to the city in 1953 .

In 1947 the State Road Department

conducted a cow.prehensive study of higi1wa;;r neE:ds in tl1 e Tampa area including
traffic volume counts and origin a1d destination surveys, a report of which
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was published in 1947.

In this plan the State Road Department accepted the

majors treet plan defined in 1941 but in addition, included a system of
limited access routes utilizing in part the 1941 recommendations as they
pertained to Columbus Drive and Central

Avenue .

In 1951 the street system was agcin r eviewed and further recommendations made.

In the interim between 1941 and 1951, Tampa Street was extended

northward and later, Hvward Avenue was extended into Armenia hvenue; Frank
Adamo Drive was constructed eastward from 13th Street; 19th and 2oth Streets
had been improved south from
causeway.

Ada~o

Drive and connect ed with the 22nd Street

Plans were also pr8pared, in accord with the plan of 1941, to

construct a new bridge at North Boulevard to replace the old Garcia Avenue
bridge.

Plans ar.e now in cours e of preparation to construct a bridge at

Krause Street into Cleveland Stre€t on the west side of the river, pursuant
to the recommendations made in 1951.
report also, the system
enacted providing for t he

In accord with recommendations in that

f L'ne-way streets was installed.
establis~ent

Ordinances were

of set-back lines on a number of

stre0ts, pursuant to ths recommendations of 1941 and 1951.

So generally,

considerable progress has been made during the years toward improving the
street system to expedite the movement

f traffic.

Following the parking

study report of 1951, a cooperative parking garage was erected at Polk and
T~pa Streets, financed by merchants.

The study of 1951 also recommended the acquisition of the Atlantic
Coast Line property on the river front between LaFayett e and Cass Streets
for conversion intc an enlarged parking facility and for other purposes.
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During 1955-1956, the State Road Department initiated new origin and
destination, traffic volume and parking surve.,-s preparatory t o a revision
of the

limitE~d

access route plans of 1947.

In September, 1956, the suggested

route of the proposed Expressway was revealed in Tampa and steps initiated t o
bring plans to a final culmination.

As an integral part of the proposed

Ex:prass\'ray Plan is the Ccntre.l Avenue leg suggested first in th£ report of

1941 and later, in t he report of 1947.

THE 1'-iAJOR

STR~T

PLAN

The plan of major streets now propos d in Figure

1~

should be developed

gradually over thE: next dece.de to provide the Tampa area \dth a coordinated
syst em of principal strefts to facilitate the movement and distribution of
traffic thruout the city with a minimum of delay e.nd congestion.
As stated previously many sections of the proposed stre et plan have
right-of-way and roadway widths inadequate to accomodate the anticipated
volumes of future traffic.

To provide this adequa.cy at a reasonable cost

over a period cf time, set back lines should be established now to assure
an adequate width when needed

a~d

this vdll

re~uire

some revision of the

currently effective set bade ordinances .
A p~licy of l ·nd a cquisition for future street widenings ·sh ould be defined.

Such a cquisiti9n should be ~.::ce as SL.Jn as pussible in spars ely de-

veiopec cr v cant areas traversed by any of' the proposed majors treets.

In

densely or well developed sections the rate of acquisition will be slower
depending largely on the type of development encountered and the costs of
land increments for needed widening.

In any event the policy defj_ned should

anticipate acquisition over a period of til7le.

In the more densely built up
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areas v1here ultimate widening is both desirable and essential, it may be
necessary to extend the one-way street system until the various land parcels
can be acquired.
The proposed

Express~ay

into and

th~1

Tampa will have a profound effect

on the movement and volume of traffic handled, especially into and from the
Central Business District and thru the city .

It will

chan~e

the driving

habits of many people, diverting them from their former accustomed routes
into new ones

bu~

notwithstanding, the necessity and importance of develop-

ing the cornprehensi ve framework still prevails.

with the completion of the

Expressw-ay the volumes of traffic on some of the more heavily traveled
streets will be reduc ed temporarily but increasing volumes due to future
growth will soon replace the temporary losses .
Altho the Central Avenue leg of the 1xpressway will greatly relieve the
impact on both Florida and Neoraska Avenues to and from the north, these two
streets will still be important in the overall pattern of circulation.
Similarly, the Expressway will influence the flow of traffic into the Interbay sections and beyond to the west, but notwith3tanding the importance of
the principal streets now serving these areas will continue.
will also relieve the pressure at 13th and Adamo Drive.

The Expressway

The Expressway,

while modifying the traffic flow pc..ttern of the city will not be a cure all
in the over-all scheme of highways s erving the ve.rious sections of the city
as a whole.
The major street plan shown in Figure 14 is construct ed around a number
of selected north-south and east-west streets, many of which were included
in the plans of 1941 and 1947.
introduced.

In this respect no r e.dical proposals are
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NORrd-SOUTH STREETS
The one-way traffic plan that has been operating so effectively on
Florida Avenue should be extended to a point as near the river as possible.
To do this will re1uire a connection with and opening of Highlands Avenue
north of Hillsborough Avenue.
Between 26th Street and the river, t he road-wvay on Florida Avenue is
40 feet vdde but south thereof it is 35 feet. This latter section should
be widened to a minimum of 40 feet. To attain the ultimate capacity of
Florida Avenue, the necessity of eliminating parking from it may be desirable and necessary.
1x:cepting a small section between Van Dyke Street and the river,
Nebraska Avenue has right-of-way and road\'lay widths of 80 feet and 40 feet
respectively. Currently it operates as a two-way traffic street. Because
of the close proxirrQty of the Central Avenue leg of the 1xpressway the
widening of the r~ebraska Avenue roadway may not be necessary for a long
time, but stould it be necessary the right-of-way width is sufficient to
permit it excepting in the aforementioned section. Before widening the
roadway however, parking should be eliminat€d to attain its full capacity.
&st of Nebraska Avenue, the principal nort h-south streets included in
t·he major street framew6rk are 15th. 22nd, 40th and 50th Streets. Of these,
22nd and 40th are the most important. 22nd Street_south of Hillsborough
Avenue should have a right-of-way at least 50 feet wide and a roadway thruout its length of 40 feet. 40th Street should have a right-of-way at least
80 feet wide with a rnQnlffium roadway of 56 feet. It will become a most important street to serve the eastern industrial area.
West of Florida Avenue the principal component of the major system is
Tampa Street-Highland Avenue which as stated previously should be extended
northward vdth a cormection into Florida Avenue. The most difficult section
is that north of Hillsborough Avenue.
North and South Boulevard will become more useful with the completion
of the new bridge repla cing the old one now located at Garcia Avenue. North
Boulevard can be readily extended northward into Hillsborough hVenue. The
right-of-way of Boulevard should ultimately ha ve a width of 80 feet north of
Grand Central Avenue because in future years it will become one of the more
important cross town streets between the Hyde Park area. and the various residential areas north of Palm Avenue . It is also a segment of an inner circumferential system (Figure 16).
Howard and Armenia Avenues wi.ll continue as another important northsouth primary streets. Already these two streets have been connected. These
streets will provide north-south service from the Bayshore to the northernmost sections of the city and b~ond and also be a part of an intermediate
circumferential system.
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McDill Avenue hB.s been an important feeder into the Interbay area for
many years. Since the establislunent of \~cDill Field ho-v ever, its importance has been accentuated. It should be widened and improved from McDill
Field to Columbus Drive and be extended northward into a connection with
Sligh Avenue. An ultimate right-of-way width of 80 feet should be established thruout its length.
Dale Mabry is the principal primary artery serving the Interbay a.rea.
It is also an important link in the Interstate system and should be extended
northward from Hillsborough Avenue to U. S. 41. Not only is Dale 1 abry a
street of primary L~portance, it is a part of an outer circumferential
system.
Excepting a small section between Morrison arl Bay-to-Bay, West Shore
Boulevard has a right-of-way width of 80 feet or more thruout its length
from its southern extremity to Columbus Drive. The roadway, inB.dequat e
thruout most of its length, should be widened to at least 56 feet.

EP.ST-W~T

STREETS

Waters Avenue is one of the important east-west streets north of the
river and should be widened and improved from ftxmenia on the west to a
point east of Nebraska where it sh~~ld be extended into the Temple Terrace
Highway. This street and the Temple Terrace Highway constitute principal
cross town streets, serving the rapidly developing northeast section. Because of the industrial potential of the Henderson Air Port area these
streets will be increasingly important and more particularly so, should the
University of Florida also locate in that area. Both these streets should
have rights-of-way at least 80 feet wide with ultL~ate roadway widths of
64 feet.
Linebaugh Avenue is a useful cross town street connecting Armenia
Avenue on the west and the Henderson Air Port area on thE; east. The rightof-way width of Linebaugh sh uld preferably be 80 feet because it will
serve as a collector of traffic from the future residential areas to the
north including Forest Hills.
Hillsborough Avenue, like Dale lviabry, is an improved member of the
State-Federal system, also a part of the circumferential syste~ with Dale
Mabry and 40th Street.
Buffalo Avenue not only serves an a.r ea betl'ieen Hillsborough Avenue and
Colurrilius Drive but extends easterly into State Road 574 near Mango. A new
bridge constructed at the river would greatly enhance the va lue of Buffalo
Avenue as an east-west secondary cross town street, extended westerly to
Dale l\iabry. The right-of-way and roadway widths of Buffalo Avenue vary but
for the most part are 50 and 20 feet respectively. : right- of -way width of
80 feet should be provided ultimately and a roadway width of at least 40
feet.
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Excepting Hillsborough kvenue, Columbus Drive (Avenue) is the most important east-west street a cross mid-Tc-.rnpa. From State Road 574 on the east,
it bisects that part of Tampa between the Central Business District and
Hillsborough Aienue on the north - one of tbe most densely built up portions
of the city. On its westward course, Columbus Drive serves the International
Air Port and also as the west approach to the Courtenay Campbell causeway
across Tampa Bay to Clearwater.
Altho one of the must useful and heavily traveled streets in Tampa,
Colu.:"1lbus Drive is one of the most in&dequate c-.s tor ight-of-way and roadway
widths. Only is the right-of-way section between Lincoln Avenue and the
Causeway of adequate width. In the remaining portions the right-of-way
widths vary from 4C to 60 feet and roadway widths from 17 to 30 feet.
Columbus hVenue should have a right-of-way at least 80 feet wide thru
the city and a roadway at least 56 feet wide ultimately.
with the construction of the Krause Street bridge Cleveland Street
should be improved and widened westerly from the river. Easterly from Krause
Street bridge, a street should be opened and improved to 13th Street.
Cass Street should be connected with Cypress Street in order to provide
another radial street into the western area of the city. This connection
has been recoi!lJnended previously.

CIRCUMFERENTIAL STH11TS
The street fraznework as projected here lends itself to the creation of
several circumferential s~reet systems which, when improved, would be most
helpful in guiding and distributing the traffic volumes over wider areas.
They would also assist in minimizing a needless flow of traffic thru the
Central Th1siness District. To effectuate such circumferential routes as
indicated in Figure lp should have a first priority in scheduling future
str.eet improvements.
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SUMKARY
The Major Street PlCJ.n as delineated in Figure 14, together with the
proposed Expressway, should adequately serve the Tampa urban area.

It

will provide for the utilization of existing streets arranged to promote
a balanced growth yet fully protect residential neighborhoods.
It is not a plan to be effectuated in a short time but rather, one
that should be brought to gradual culmination thru a period of years.
The various widenings proposed rna; seem ambitious at the moment but one
must realize that ti· is is a plan to meet future rather than current needs.
The principal current requirement is the establishment of set back lines
along the various streets to facilitctc ultimate widenings.
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cENTRAL

BUSINESS DISTHICT

The Central Business District is

t~e

heart of the city.

It is the

central core around which much of the economic life of the community has
revolved since its beginning.

within it is found the greatest concentra-

tion of offices, banks, retail stores, amusements, governmental activities,
hotels and a variety of other service enterprises.
the tallest buildings and the city's highest values.

It is also the locus of
Because of the many

and varied services offered within the Central Business District one finds
therein the greatest interiliity of pedestrian and automobile traffic.
it lead

Into

the principal radial streets from tne various sections of the city

and from the tributary areas beyond; into a.nd thru it operate the various
bus lines of the mass transportation system (Figure 17) serving the urban
and interurban areas.
The diversified establishments within the Central Business District
attract great numbers of people, many to work and many others to shop,
transact business or for other purposes.

Not only do the facilities of the

Central Business District attract people resident within the city and its
immediate urban area but also those from the city's tributary area, who desire to avail themselves of the district's varied facilities and services.
Peculiarly, it is an area of high daytime and lm-1 nighttime population, a
fact that contributes substantially to the magnitude and complexity of its
problems of traffic circulation and parking.
As the city's population has increased, its developed area expanded
and its economy has been diversified , the Centra2.. Business District has also
expanded gradually fro1 its original confines into adjacent areas that were
formerly occupied by residential structures.
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Altho the area of the Central Business District as a whole has expanded, its effective functional area at the center has expanded more in
bulk and height than in area thereby concentrating increasing numbers of
people within a relatively small space .

The effective Central Business

District has now virtually the same boundaries as it had thirty or more
years ago , despite the city 1 s population and area growth .

During the years

however many old outmoded structures have either been modernized or replaced with new structures; some have been demolished and converted into
temporary parking lots and several new structures have been erected .
The central area of the city devoted principally to commercial and other
non-residential uses , is shown in Figure 18 within which the Central Business
District is located .

Altho Franklin Street, with its department stores,

banks, drug stores, theatres, professional offices, variety stores and shops ,
is still the principal commercial thorofare, Tampa Street, Florida Avenue
and the several crocs streets are becoming increasingly identified with
similar activities.
The area of most intensive retail activity and the focal point of
heavy pedestrian and vehicular traffic lies between Twiggs and Tyler Streets
on both Franklin Street and Florida Avenue in which department and variety
stores are located .

The area

so~th

of

~~dison

Street is utilized predomi-

nantly by banks, professional and governmental offices and service enterprises among which some retail activity is interspersed .

The Thomas Jeffer-

son and Bayview Hotels are located south of LaFayette Street but three other
major hotels - the Floridan, Hillsboro and Terrace -are north of LaFayette
Street on Florida Avenue.

It is. also noteworthy that within the Central

Business District are four extensive church properties - Catholic, Episcopal,
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Methodist and Presbyterian - also the Elks Club.

On the west and south

edg€s of the district arc wholesale distribution activities.

Wittin the

district are a relatively fev1 parcels of vacant land most of which are being used temporarily as parking facilities, one being the old Court House
site.

Public uses within the district are those of the City Hall and

Police station and Federal Building.

Vofith the exception of the moderniza-

tions and new buildings referred to previously the general complexion of
the district has changed little thru the years.
\ithin the district as defined approximately 4.8 million square feet
of gross floor space is currently utilized in various ways as follows:
USES

SQUAR~

FE1T

PERCENTAGE

Retail shopping

747,500

15.6

Professional offices, baru<s, services

997,600

20.8

Hotels

701,500

14.6

Transportation and utilities

279,000

5.8

Public & semi-publ1a, including government

404,700

8.5

Non-retail

1,663,800

34.7

TOTAL GROSS

4, 79L~,l00

100.0

From these data it is apparent that a relatively small amount of floor
space (15.6%) is retail merchandising in its various forms however 20.8%
of the space is used by such services as banks, professional, real estate,
insurance offices and others.

The largest amount of space (34.?%) by non-

retail and non-professi onal businesses, incr ding garages, wholesale and
distribution and the like .
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ASSESSED VALUES
Because tne aggregate value of land and improvements is proportionately
higher in the Central Business District than elaewhere, its integrity and
prestige should be preserved.
land and

L~provements

properties for

t~e

Following are shown the assessed values of

including railroad and telegraph but excluding exempt

city as a whole and the Central Business District for

the years 1945, 1950 and 1955.

ASSESSED VALUE
NON-EXEHPT i.EALTY AND IMPROVEMENTS
C. B. D.

% CBD IS
OF CITY

41,.336. 660

~15 ,414.2 00

37.4

1950

94,272' 93 7

28,434,000

30.2

1955

165,982,429

28,3 59' 600

17.1

CITY

1945

~

(Personal and exempt properties excluded)
Between 1945 and 1950, prior to annexation, the asses sed value of nonexempt real estate and improvements for the city as a ·whole more than
doubled.and those of t he Central Business District increased nearly 85%.
After the annexation of 1953 , t he assessed value of non-exempt real estate
and improvements for the city increased about

80~

but in the same period

the non-exempt value of real estate and improvements in the Central Business
District was slightly reduced.

Whereas in 1945 and 1950 the Central Busi-

ness District was responsible for

37~

and 30%, respectively, of the total

value in 1953 this ratio aropped to 17.1%.

But notwithstanding, this per-

centage of the total value (17.1%) is spread over only 0.13 of the city's

70.6 square miles of land area.
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From the inception of the city, all roads were focused on the Central
Business District (Figure 19).

In earlier years it was the single center

wherein all businesses and services were concentrated.

vith the advent of

the automobile conditions changed and the movement to the periphery started.
Business

establis~ments spr~g

up along principal streets, in clusters at

street intersections and more recently in neighborhood and regional shopping centers.

These trends and developments have appeared as threats to the

downtown business life and also as a threat to the major tax base providing
income for the city's operations.
On an average day of 1947, 68,000 motor

ve~icles

crossed the city

limit lines of Tampa, 23,493 (34.h%) destined to the Central Business District.

And of 31,000 vehicles originating within the corporate limits,

27,000 (87%) also had destinations within the Central Business District .
In addition, some 11,000 vehicles passed thru the Central Business District.
In other words, on an average day in 1947 more than 60,000 cars per day
entered and l eft the Central Business District , a consider2ble portion to
shop and transact business.

Between 1947 and 1956, the volume of cars

crossing the city limits increased from 68, 000 to more tha 95,000 - an increase of

40~.

This increasing number of vehicles now entering the Central

Business District obviousl:T is the source of considerable apprehension to
the business and property owners of the

Cen~ral

Business District .

Studies made 1n a number of cities in various parts of the countr.y
have shown that the increase in the population of business done outside the
Central Business District in the last ten years is a reflection only of the
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fact that cities have been growing.
approximately

50%

For cities between 250,000 and 500,000,

of the total business is done outside the center.

As

far back as published records are available, in cities of over a million
population, more than 60% of the total retail business has been done outside the Central Business District.

Recognition of these facts emphasizes

the necessity of doing something to maintain and improve the prestige of
the Central Business District.

Because of the types of services rendered,

it has a definite and permanent place in the com.mercial and economic structure of the city.

necords and experiences prove that people will still

trade at the center providing three principal requirements are met:

(1)

improved accessibility; (2) improved circulation and (3) adequate parking.
~Jhen

people are able to reach the cent er with a minimum of delay and a

maximum of safety and once there, can circulate freely without encountering
undue congestion aGd delay and find conveniently· located parking facilities,
the Central

Busi~ ess

District will not only survive but much of its former

value and prestige will be restored.
The aforementioned major street plan · ·as designed, in conjunction with
the proposed Expressway, to facilitate accessibility and provide means
whereby motor vehicles could circumvent t he Central Business District and
not contribute to congestion and delay.

T ~ e removal of needless traffic

movements from t he center will encourage a
The third and

ve~f

bet ts.~.

circulation w·ithin

important recuirement is parking .

·+
lue
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PARKING
The parking problem of American cities has aptly been called the
11

No. 1 headache 11 •

The future importance and value of the

Cen~ral

Business

District will depend considerably on the availability of adequate parking
facilities and the definition of a parking policy.
pendence bas been placed on
garages.

n~etered

In the past great de-

curbside spaces, open lots and storage

hll or most of the open lot

opera~ions

may be replaced momentarily by new structures.

located on leased lands
vhile some of the garage

developments were designed as parking facilities others are adaptations of
old structures which likewise could be devoted subsequently to other uses.
The designed parking garages and curbside parking spaces are currently the
only facilities having any degree of permanency and around the curbside
facilities is an element of uncertainty.

As the future volumes of traffic

flowing into and thru the Central Business District increase it may be
necessa~J

to discontinue many if not all curbside parking.

conditions and probabilities emphasize the

nec~ssity

These existing

of developing a plan

of permanent facilities and a policy to motivate it.
As an initial step in this direction the State Hoad Department conducted a parking study during the early
proposals will doubtless be forthcoming.

p~rt

of 1956 from which constructive

These studies will be augmented by

those of vlilbur S. bmith and Associat ~s who are currently making final
studies pertinent to the hxpressway. Altho reports of these studies will
not be made until later, certain suggestions can be made now that should not
be too inconsistent with any made subsequently.
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There are currently available in the Central Business District and
the areas immediately adjacent thereto, 5,923 parking spaces divided as
follows:
UP.BAN llliEA
AV.ERAG~

CITY

(500,000
POPULATION
AND

Metered curbside spaces
Free spaces tcurbside)

1,234

OVER)

2,933

319

Off street spaces (open lot)

2. 783

6,564

Off street spaces (garQge)

1,587

3,834

TOTAL

5,923

Spaces per 1,000 or urban population
Turnover at curb

23.7

24 .3

2.6

6.9

Since the parking survey of 1951 there has been a slight reduction
in metered spaces but a substantial increase of off street spaces from

2,953 to 4,370.

with an effective patrolling the present curbside spaces

should be able to accomodate more than 30,000 cars per 10 hour day, on the
basis of 2.6 times turnover per space pEr hour.

This, with a turnover of

1.2 in open lots should permit the parking in all facilities of mare than

100,000 cars per 10 hour day.
As a result of parking studies and surveys made by cities thruout the
nation various indices have been arrived at to guide a. city in determining
the number of parking spaces it should provide to serve the many diversified
types of businesses, services and enterprises found within a Central Business District.

These studies indicate that the demand for parking space
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varies according to the type of business or service.

The requirement for

hotels may be one parking space for each 3 guest rooms; for theatres or
other places of assembly, 1 space for each 4-6 seats in th e auditorium;
for office buildings and baru<s, l space for ev&ry 1,000 square feet of
floor area so used; for restaurants, 1 space for everJ 200 square feet of
floor area; for specialty stores, l space for ea ch 1,400 square feet of
floor area; wholesale

establisr~ents,

1 space for every 2-5 employees and

for department stor es, 1 space for each 600-1,000 square feet of floor
area devoted to retailing .
In the design of Regional or Neighborhood Shopping Centers the ratio
of parking space to floor area varies from 2:1 to 3:1 (1 square foot of
floor area for each 2 square feet of parking space).

These ratios however

are considered too generous for a Central Business District but
a clue to accepted

pract~ces

th~

do give

and trends.

Applying the foregoing indices to the Central Business District of
Tampa it would appear that the 5,923 spaces now available would adequately
serve the present altho many of these are located r ather remote from the
core of the District (Figure l8).
that few motorists will

~alk

Studies made previously in Tampa indicate

more than 800 feet from

place of transacting business.

2

parking space to the

'l'hen toe, whereas there is currently an

apparent adequacy, the past studies disclosed that many workers in establish~ents

located within th e Central Business District ursup spaces for all

day parking which limits the amount of space available to shoppers, or
transients.
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Sites selected and developed as permanent parking facilities should
be located as close to the inner core of the central area as possible,
keeping in mind the minimum distance people will walk.

Sites conforming

to such requisites and worthy of earnest consideration are:
1.

The block between Marion and Morgan Streets formerly occupied by
the DeSoto Hotel.

2.

The block now occupied by the Greyhound Bus Terminal, exclusive
of the building of the Peninsular Telephone Company.

It is under-

stood that the bus terminal will be moved from this site.

A

quarter of the block is now used for parking.

3.

The east one-half of the block between T\.-Ji ·, gs and Hadison Streets,
facing east on Morgan Street, which is now being used as a parking
site.

4.

The north

one-half of the block betv-:een Horgan and lViarion

Streets, facins north on Madison Street.

This block is now

occupied by a one story structure.

5. The site west of

Ashl~y

Street now owned by the Atlantic

Coast Line Railroad .
These sites can be augmented by others on the north and south.
In this first stage of development the lot surfaces would be used for
parking and then later, as the demand for more space arises, multi-storied
deck garages could be erected into which retail stores could also be
included.
As stated in previous reports, the river front site west of Ashley
Street should be developed as a multi-purpose area including parking.

N

EB

llMil

w.

siuu . n .
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As a long range project, the river front reclamation should extend northward from the Cass Street bridge to replace many of the substandard dwellings now in that area with more productive, attractive and profitable uses,
iricluding parking .
community asset.

The entire river front could be converted into a great
To ascertain what improvements ca.n be made one need only

examine a similar improvement at

Ja.cl ~ sonville.

Many of t he larger cities thruout the count:rJ are presently devoting
much thought to t he rehabilitat ion of their Central Business Districts. to
make

tl·~ em

more easily accessible, and to provide more conveniently located

spaces for parking .
trians some

cit i ~s

'ro make them more attractive and appealing to pedesare consi dering the possibilities of converting the

varj_ous streets of t"hs central core into parks and parkvvays.
Portions of the Central Business District of Tampa vfould respond to
treatment of this kind, especially

Frar~lin

a

Street and the cross streets

intersecting it between Tampa Street and Florida Avenue .

Figure 20 sug-

gests one plan and Figure 21 shows how Franklin St r eet would appear after
such treatment.

Obviously this plan of approach is a deviation from the

orthodox but notwithstanding, it would result in something unique and
dramatic.
Und er such a plan, parking faciliti es would be located around the
periphery of the core as proposed and the main movements of traffic would
follow a circumferential pattern.

The plan is offered here as a point of

departure in providing a major rehabilitation project.
The acquisition of properties , the methods of financing improvements,
the subsequent operation and extensions as needed are policy determinations
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that must be made.

To most effectively and expeditiously do the job it is

recommended that the City sponsor special legislation at the forthcoming
session of the florida Legislature creating a Tampa Parking Authority empowered to acquire lands and structures, plan and finance improvements and
subsequently operate them either dir ectly or under lease.
The City of Orlando has such a Parking Authority that has achieved
remarkable results within a relatively short period of time.

They are

authorized to issue certificates of indebtedness to pay for facilities and
provide ways and means for the payment of certificates.

Already this Com-

mission has established t hree parking facilities, one of two stories, and
currently it is extending the program.

Under the Parking Authority all

efforts relat ed to parking are concentrat ed in a single organization that
gets the job done quickly and effectively.

The statutes of more than twelve

states and tne District of Columbia now authorize city parking agencies of
one kind or another.
ity, their terms of

The qualifications of the members of a Parking Authorof~i c c

and related matters are generally prescribed by

ordinance of the governing body.

The Central Business District as the ma jor trading and servicing area
of the city and its tributary area pays more taxes proportionately than
any other area of the city .

To secure and perpetuate its position in the

economic structure of the changing city pattern and to pressrve its character
and value parking facilities adequate
lished.

L~

scope must be planned and estab-

Such facilities must be located conveni8nt and easily accessible to

the central trading core.

To achieve the needed objectives most effi-

ciently and effectively legislation should be prepared authorizing the
creation of a Parking Authority with full powers to plan, acquire lands,
erect structures, finance and operate parking facilities.
The Central Business District will alvays be the heart of the vmole
metropolitan area but its strength and vitality will depend on the measures
adopted to improve it.

It is not a program to be executed in a short time

but rather one that will extend over the years.

It is a long range idea.
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REGIONAL SHOPPING CENTERS
The

establislli~ent

of t he regional shopping area as exemplified by

Northgate, Britton Plaza and others is a comparatively new development in
city grm'lth and buildin

0

Primarily thes e new developments are consumer ,

•

goods servicing ar eas with a limited range of effectiveness.

They are

especially att r e ctive because they are readily accessible to the areas they
serve, they provide ample parking space and by a diversification of businesses they enable the consumer to supply his daily needs .

They are how-

ever the source of considerable apprehension to businesses located within
the Central Business District.
Studies made within recent years in a number of large cities reveal
that the regional, or even neighborhood, shopping center is here to stay
but notwithstanding, it is neither a substitute for nor will it functionally
replace the Central Business District providing the latter follows the suggestions hereinb efore made pertinent to parking and traffic circulation .
For three main reasons t he Central Business District is superior to the
regional shopping area.

First, in the Central Busim ss District there is

always a greater selection of goods; second, people can do several errands
at one time and third, prices are generally cheaper downtown.

Because of

their nature, many goods and servic es cannot be found in the regional center.
The main problem relating to the regional marketing center is their
proper spacing or location.
together.

Obviously they should not be spaced too close

They represent & large capital investment and when spaced too

close to each other, some one is liable to suffer.
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To determine the area or zone of effectiveness of the shopping center,
interviews were made at a number of those in Tampa.
they lived, how they traveled and why they came.
these interviews are shm·m on figures 22

apd "4.4

People were asked where

The location results of

. '"',.. from which it will

be noted that the area of effectiveness does not extend much more than two
miles from the center.

People replied that they cmne to the center because

plenty of free parking space was available and that most of their daily
consumer needs could be purchased there.

The majority of the shoppers are

women.
The task of tbe leaders in the Central Business District is to provide
the same ease of accessibility and the sarrie parking facilities as are provided in the shopping center.

THE REGIONAL SHOPPING CENTER
AREA
ACRl!.S

GROSS

SHOPPING
ARM
SQ. FT.

6

3.5

52,800

600 cars

North Gate

31

24.0

258,600

2,000 cars

Brit ton Plaza

33

29.0

314,275

2,200 cars

Guernsey Plaza1*-

31

21.0

264,300

1,600 cars

NUMBER
STGRES

Henderson Boulevard

*Projected

PARKING
SPACE
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PARKS, RECREATION

~ND

SCHOOLS

In addition to streets e.nd other public utilities (water, sewerage,
gaa and electicity ), the acquisition of lands for parks, r -?. creation,
libraries, fire stations, neighborhood centers and other public uses is
essential to the welfare of every growing

comL."~'lUnity.

In a nation that is

affording its people increasing amounts of leisure time the necessity of
providing

adeq~ate~

for public recreation assumes a greater

for both young and old.

L~portance

Not only should t he lands be adequate in area for

the various intended us es, but they should be located most advantageously
to serve the needs of the people most eff ectively.
The eagerness and enthusiasm to build a city commercially and industrially often blinds t he leaders to the great importance of those facilities intimately related to the lives of the people - cultural and recreational.

Because they do not produce dollars and cents as such, they are

too often ignored or submerged.

Hundreds of acres of land have been sub-

divided into residential building lots without any provisions for playgrounds or other recreational f aciliti €S.

v~he n

completely developed the

streets will be the only pla.y areas left to the youth, a condition that is
not healthful for any community.
In earlier years r ecreation areas were planned for the youth only but
today as a result of increas ed l eisure time, recreation facilities must be
planned for adults as well.

And this is especially true in t he Tampa area

where a substantial pa rt of the economy revolves around tourists and
tourism.

Adhering to a narrow, restricted policy at this time could

easily penalize the city in a later year.
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The National Park Service suggests as a general rule that one acre of
park and recreation space either within the city or
its boundaries for each 100 population.
should have today in the

ag ~regate

~ediately

adjoining

Predicated on this standard Tampa

some 2,400 acres of land allocated to

parks and recreation.
In evaluating the over-all park and recreation pattern of the future
however, the geographical position of Tampa in a region of diverse natural
resources should be considered.

There are the Gulf beaches, many water-

ways for boating and fishing and the various$ate parks, all of which contribute to the tecreational pattern of the area.

Such resources that may

well compensate to a considerable degree for any major deficiencies within
the city.

Within the corporate area therefore, the principal concern

should be directed to the need for playgrounds, parks and other facilities
to serve the continuing needs of the people, many of whom are unable to
journey to the more r emote spots.

CLASSIFICATIONS OF

M~D

STANDARDS FOR PARKS ArD RECR1ATION AR1AS

Parks are divided into large parks designed to accomodate a variety of
recreational facilities and small neighborhood parks.

In addition to these

types of parks there are parkways, public gardens, plazas and public triangles and squares planted as decorative areas.

Lowry Park of s orne 100

acres is a good example of the large public park while the Seminole Garden
Center, DeSoto Park and Jackson Heights Park are examples of the smaller
neighborhood park.

Planted areas along the Bayshore are examples of the

parkway and Plant Park approaches the public garden type of facility.
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The National Recreation Association has defined the various recreation
areas and facilities as follows:
Neighborhood Playground:

An~rea

of three tosix acres to serve the

people of a neighborhood, located so that no person would be obliged to
walk more than one-quarter mile in densely built up neighborhoods and onehalf mile under most favorable neighborhood conditions.

Altho provided to

primarily serve youth from six to fourteen it can also be equipped to serve
older youth and adults.

There should be at least one acre of playground

for each 800 of the present and estimated future population.

wvithin the

Neighborhood Playground a Community Building for neighborhood meetings and
functions might also be located.
Playfield:

An area of ten to twenty acres strategically situated to

serve the people of several neighborhoods.
at least 20,000 of the population.

There should be a playfield for

The playfield will provide facilities

for adult sports primarily, such as, tennis courts, soft ball, shuffleboard,
baseball, swimming pool, band shell, recreation building with some space
allocated to children.

The Playfield should be located not farther than one

mile from any home served by it.

In addition to t hese various land use

facilities, the following standards are recommended for buildings:
sium for each 10,000 population;
••

'l

_...

Auditori~~

Gymna-

for each 20,000 population;

social room or reading lounge for each 10,000; game room for each 10,000 and

. ..

swTinming pool for each 50,000; tennis courts for each 2,000.
;.

.

~- ~ ...

. ·.

.

-.

..

From t h ese various criteria a determination can be made of what facilities of the various types should be included in an over-all Parks and

" l.

Recreation Plan.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
ADlVIINIST.HATION

The Park Department is responsible for the operation and maintenance
of all parks and parkways and the Recreation Department for all recreation
facilities.

Altho the Park Department has nothing to do with recreation as

such, some of the activities of the Recreation Department are carried on in
park areas.
IlliG.tiMTI ON DEPAHTf.lililiT

The Recreation Department has been in operation for many years during
which it has formulated and administered one of the most effective comprehensive

co~~unity

wide

recreation programs to be found anywhere, for young

and old - resident and transient.

The Department heads have ever been con-

scious of the various recreational needs of the people and to that end have
striven constantly to provide added lands and new facilities commensurate
with growth.

This activity is best reflected by the extension of facilities

into the areas annexed in 1953.

Since that time at least 15 new recreation

areas have been establis hed in the annexed arsas.

For a revealing picture

of public recreation in Tampa, one is referred to the Annual Report of the
Recreation Department, October, 1955, to October, 1956.

Currently, recrea-

tion activities ar e carried on under city supervision in more than 50 areas
distributed thruout the city as shown in Figure 24.
In addition to the operations of the various playgrounds much activity
is conducted within Crnmnunity Center Buildings of which nine have already
been established thruout the city as follows:
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North Boulevard Center

214 North Boulevard

Anderson Community Center

821 South Rome

Co~munity

Center

Clearfield & Indiana

West Tampa Comwunity

Cen~er

Howard & Cherry

Clearfield

Sulphur Springs Community Center

12th & Seward

Gary Community Center

34th & Columbus Drive

DeSoto Park Community Center

Stuart & 24th

Cordelia B. Hunt Community Center

Lauber way & Hesperides

-

Wellswood Civic Club
0

Wishart Boulevard

These centers provide for the many social needs of neighborhoods and
also provide places where neighborhood group meetings can be held.

The fact

that an aggregate of 233,150 persons attended functions at these centers
during the year 1955-1956 attests to their usefulness in the comnunity.
Most of them are located in park areas.
On six of the playgrounds programs are conducted for pre-school age
children:

Fair Oaks , Flora and Central, Friendship, Gary, Hyde Park and

Palma Ceia.
During the year 1955-1956, the various activities of the Recreation
Department were attended by nearly two million boys

a~d

girls and by some

217,000 adults which also attests to the s&rvices being afforded the people
by the city.
During the summer of 1956 surveys were conduct ed at each of the recreation facilities to determine the extent of area served by them.

26,

l~"igures

27~ .~ , l9 and 30 reveal pictorially the results of these surve,ys at

some of the areas.

Such Neighborhood Playgrounds as Rey Park, Rome and

Sligh, Grant Park (Figure 25); Plymouth, American Legion, West Pines,

·25.
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corona (Figure 26); Foster, Sulphur Springs (Figure 27), have an effective
area of influence with a radius of 3/4 to 1 mile.

On the other hand,

Figures .28 and 29 show that the Community Centers have a much larger area
of influence.

The North Boulevard Center (Figure .28) and the Harrison

Street Center (colored) (FigJ.re

~tj)

draw fr em the city as a whole.

Cuscaden Park is one of the few Playtields in the system, which according to Figure 27 has its primary attraction in the Ybor City area.
These data emphasize particularly the standards of the American Recreation Association referred to earlier, i. e., facilities must be located to
serve neighborhood populations living within ~to 1 mile of the facility.
In extending its new facilities into the annexed areas the Recreation Department has endeavored to follow this pattern - a pattern which was previously
defined in our Planning Heport of 1945.
FUTUR~

PHOJECTIONS

The establishment and location of new recr eation facilities will depend
on the groY\rth and development of tLe city, especially its residential development.

The Recreation Department should constantly observe the progress

of growth revealed by the filing of subdivision plats and issuance of building permits and from such information select desirable sit es for Playgrounds,
observing as closely as possible the standards of siz e and location. specified by the American rlecreation Association.

By following such a course,

Playground areas will be properly located and the functions of one will not
overlap those of another.
are indicated.

un Figure 24 future probable sit es to be explored

During the current year the Wellswcod Playground should be completed
- west of Hendenhall Drive.

Also during the current year and 1958 addi-

tional playgrounds should be established:
1.

In the vicinity of North Boulevard, north of Linebaugh Avenue and
east of Forest Hills - about

2.

3-4 acres.

At Rowlette, in the vicinity of Yukon and 22nd Street.

3. At 22nd Street and the River.
4.

In the vicinity of r,anhattan and Oklahoma Streets, bounded on the
south by Iowa Street, 10 acres.

5.

In the area north of Grand Central, west of Dale 1•1abry and south
of Cypress Street.

6.

In the area south of Grand Central, west of Dale !labry and north
of Henderson.

?. In the old Palma Ceia area, east of Dale Mabry, south of Swann
Avenue.
8.

In the area south of Gandy west of :r.'I cDill

A venue.

9.

In the area south of Temple Terrace Highway in the vicinity of
4oth Street.

10.

South of vJaters .Avenue between Nebraska Avenue and 22nd Street.

11.

South of Lake Avenue between 40th and 50th Streets.

12.

In the vicinity of the Oak Grove School at Armenia Avenue.

13.

In the vicinit7 of Manhattcn, South of 11 Prado.

14.

North of Hillsborough Avenue near the Alexander School.

15.

In the Ybor City area, south of Broadway , east of 14th Street.
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N1GRO RbCRbATION FACILITitS
Recreation facilities for the negro population are located in areas
not accessible and convenient to them.

The Recreation Center at Harrison

and Jefferson Streets is an especially useful facility as shown in Figure

#29 .
~he

need of future facilities should be explored in the following

areas:
1.

An area near Lincoln Ga.rdens, west of Dale

l~iabry

near Spruce

Street .
2.

An area west of the 1-itlantic Coast Line right-of-v-Jay in the
vicinity of Osborne Avenue.

3. An area in the vicinity of 25th Street and Buffalo Avenue .
4.

An area for a negro Community Center in the vicinity of
Osborne Avenue and 24th Street.

5.

.

{

.:

A swimming pool in the west Tampa area.
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PLAYFIELDS
Currently the most complete Playfield is Cus cad en Park.
fields of this type should be locatsd elsewhere in the city.
well be established in

th~

Additional
O~e

could

vicinity of the Al Lopez baseball field on Dale

Mabry to serve the area north of Grand Central Avenue, west of the river.
A second could be located in the Intcrbay Areo. somewhere in the vicinity of
Dale Mabry and Euclid Avenue; a third, north of the riv€r to serve the
Sulphur Springs area and a fourth , to serve the area south of Hillsborough
Avenu€ west of 50th Street.

These facilities should be spaced from 3 to 4

miles apart.
SPORTS CENTlli
The ci t~r should explore the many possibilities of establishing a Sports
Center and large park in the vJestern part of the city in the vicinity of OJd
Tampa Bay and the Courtney Campbell Caus evfay .
multi-purpose development with
facilities including a stadium.
developed and utilized by

th~

wat~r

This ·area. lends itself to a

sports, boating and various land

A site of adequate expanse could also be

Florida State Fair Association in the future

and thereby relieving a large centrally located site for more useful
purposes.
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SCHOOLS
Elementary school sites are closely identified with the residential
neighborhoods they serve.

On each, space is allocat ed for play purposes,

the amount depending on the size of site and type of school.

In same

places, the schools and the city cooperate to the extent that school play
areas are used by the recreation staffs of t he city during hours when the
schools are not in session.

Altho this practice is not common it does have

merit where school areas can serve the neighborhood advantageously and other
open spaces are not available.
Because cities in Florida have no control over the selection or acquisition of school sites, schools in many places are improperly located.

Too

often they have been located unwis ely on heavily traveled highways, near
industrial plants or othe r objectionable uses.

A liais on between the school

authorities and the Planning Boards would be very helpful in locating
schools on more acceptable and favorable sites.
an exchange of ideas.

Each group would benefit by

Fortunately, in Hillsborough County, the Board of

Public Instruction has puraued a sound

~nd

rational course thru t he years in

making provisions for its expanded school plant.
In 1926 the Board had a survey made of capital plant needs by Columbia
University, at whi ch time basic policies were defined.

The building program

proposed then adjusted its elf admirably to the growth pattern of the city
and its contiguous area .

The present sit es and subsequent structures of

Plant High, Hillsborough High, Benjamin Franklin Junior High were the result
of that survey, each of 20 acres which at that time s eemed large .

At that

time Tdffipa was consid erably smaller in population and area than it is now.
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In general the ideas proposed in that report have guided the extension
program followed since.
Figures 31, 32 and JJ show how the schools of various types are distributed thruout the corporate area.
The population growth in the Tampa area since 1S40 has imposed on the
Board of Public Instruction many problems of complexity and magnitude,
which have been approached rationally and most boldly.

An analysis of the

population figures presented earlier in this report, especially the age
groupings, reflects the immensity of the problem.

Since 1940, the birth

rate in Florida increased from 17.8 per 1,000 inhabitants to 24.4 per

1,000 inhabitants in 1955.

Since 1948, fifteen new school plants have been

constructed in Tampa as now constituted.
Table V reflects the current st atus of the school plant - years built,
number of classrooms, memberships ( enrollment) over a period of several
years.

~ hereas

school memberships generally ha ve increased, those in some

schools in the older areas of transition have remained more or less stationary (DeSoto, Gary, Seminole) and others have declined (Henderson, Ybor).
In the areas annexed to t he city in 1953, especially in the Interbay section south of Nemorial Boulevard, the percentage of membership increases
has been greatest.
Mitchell Elementary
Dale 1-'Iabry hlementary
Hanhatt'a n Elementary
Anderson Elementary
"B allast Point Llemeptary
Roosevelt Elementary
Madison Junior High
Plant High

120% since
150% since
39% since
38% since
60% since
25% since
110% since
115% since

1945; 25% since 1950-1951
1950-1951
1953-1954
1955-1956
1950-1951
1945; 3% since 1952
1952-1953
1950-1951

TABLE V

TAMPA

ELEMENTARY
(WHITE)

YEAR

Alexander
Anderson
Ballast Point
Bayside
Brewster
Broward
Bryan
Buffalo
Cahoon
Cleveland
Cuesta
DeSoto
Drew Park
Edison
Foster
Gary
Gerrie
Graham
Henderson
Jackson
Kenly
Lee
Lois

1950
1955
1924
1948
1925
1926
1926
1913
1952
1926
1915
1913
1953
1925
1948
1914

BUILT

1925
1885
1925

1911
1954
Mab~J
1946
MacFarlane Park
1926
Manhattan
1954
Mendenhall
1946
1Vlitche11
1915
Oak Park
1899
Orange Grove
1926
Roosevelt
1926
Seminole
1921
Tampa Bay Boulevard 1926
West Shore
1926
Ybor
1903

1944
1945

412
499
431

1950
1951

648
45
287
531
644
468

1951
1952

702

55

292
552
671
464

SC IDOL MEMBERSHIPS
1952
1953

1953
1954

1954
1955

1955

1956
1957

363

586

686

727
60
162

825

737

208

868
625

630
692
735
614
517
493
22
569

574
1;022
1,036
67
915
563

635

590
738
911
. 60
1,014
574
629
640
712
582
531
446
63
534
456
249
712

570

663
484

505

452
342
445

660
363
430

687
388
376

735
421
475

389

527

545

607

230
527
420
308
262
204
466

271
660
966

399
351
489

263
692
497
207
424
363
514

264
714
541
224
465
367

385

468

5L4
357

258
381
451
421

440

675
164
525

sao

367

342

459
688
485
603

508
771
484

462
388
487

760
502
586
485

598

568
797
531
664
770
795
416
4o6
493

75

596

335

254
115
598
211
468

65

647
814
605

589

477
47
566

455
272
790
572
193

485

353

420

758
401
681
607
796
577
671
731
759
474
193
500

796
397
1,150
656
814
574
666
734
728
477
492
482

522

523

1956

558

180
478
423
493
406
886
414
878
660
847
568
576
758
109
438
488
431

657

560

830

599

563

442

65

515

554

247
803
541
252
480
423
559
646
958
413
947
674
857
543
548
792
697
450
488
432

NO.
CLASS
ROOMS

ROOM
RATIO
1:

20
24
30
8
27
20
22
21
24
22
18
15
8
19
16
12
24
19
19
15

29
43
35
8
34
28
30
27

14

16

14

27
12
26
22
26
17
20

25

23
15
16
18

35

27
31
30
8
27

35

21
33
28
13
32
30
35
46
36
34
36
31
33
32
28
32
30

30
31
24

\.()

-J

ELEMENTARY-JUNIOR HIGH
(WHITE)

1944
BUILT 1945

YEAR

1950
1951

1951
1952

1952
1953

1953
1954

1954
1955

NO.

1955
1956

1956
1957

CLASS

ROOM
RATIO

ROOMS

1:

1,455 1,487 1,128 1,058 1,053 1,061 1,064

Sulphur Springs

JUNIOR HIGH
(WHITE)
Franklin
Madison
Memorial
Oak Grove
Shore
Sligh
George Washington
West Tampa
Wilson

1926
730
7ll
19.32
1925 1,202 1,194
951
1926
619
292
1920
237
1948
471
495
881
1915
939
1926
306
371
1925
1,039 1,009

736
828
784
736
779 1,037
992 1,103 1,203
800 1,084
708
461
350
442
522
550
.541
891
966
907
369
347
437
858
835
940

. 857

1,291
1,252
1,100
463
732
936
504
1,056

·913
1,535
1,249
1,153
476
808
967
615
1,155

28
32
34
30

15

23
31

33

48
37
38
32
35

14
32

31
44
36

36
72
32
45

31
29
30
37

SENIOR HIGH
(VVHITE_)_
Chamber] ain
Hillsborough
Jefferson
Plant

1955
1927
1909
1926

1,113
1,992 1~996 2,146 2,266 2,350 2,614 2,101
820
858
782
830
817
931
914
950
781
963
972 1,105 1,166 1,353 1,670

'()

CD

ELEMENTARY

YH'~

(NEGRO)

BUILT

College Hill

1951
1949
1913
1926
1889
1921
1933

Dillard

DobY\rille
Dunbar
Harlem
Lomax
Meacham

EL~~ARY-JUNIOR

1944
1945

1954

NO.
CLASS
ROOMS

ROOM
RATIO

1955
1956

1957

806
345
829
841

1,007
176
160
817
328
769
892

1,131
196
187
792
384
816
881

25
26

33

1950
19.?1

1951
1952

1952
1953

1953
1954

173

184
156

877
185
215

923
185

717
524
993

784

776

1955

1956

1:

605

490
1,114
615

381
741
447

999
193
218
803
378
768
456

1915

377

385

L42

472

713

759

576

21

27

1925

748

730

760

775

876

980

1,131

22

51

531
356

521
458

599

294

642
394

661
329

654

159

444

450
614
427

143

134

32
6
6
26
12

35

33
31
30
32
34

HIGH

(NEGRO)
Carver

JUNIOR HIGH
(NEGRO)
B. T. Washington

SENIOR HIGH
(NEGRO)
Middleton
Thompson

1934
1942

426

552

272

16
'-0
'-0

100·

In the area north of
centage increases of

~emorial

~emberships

vvest Tampa Junior High
Tampa Bay Boulevard
Cuesta 1lementarJ
MaCFarland Park Elementary
Lois Elementary
Alexander Elementary
Mendenhall Elementary
Oak Grove Junior High

Boulevard; west of the River, the perhas been:
100% since 1950-1951
remained stable
65% since 1945-1946
60% since 1945-1946
60% since 1955-1956
58fo since 1952-1953
L~7% since 1950-1951
decline since 1950-1951 (10%)

North of the River , there has been a 28% decline in memberships in
the Sulphur Springs Elementa ry-Junior Hi h since

1951~1952,

but an increase

of 65% in the Cahoon 1lementary school.
East of 15th Street, the memberships of the DeSoto and Gary schools
have remained almost stationary since 1944-1945 but in the other schools
the percentage increases have been comparable to those found elsewhere:
Sligh Elementary
Foster hlementary
Bryan ~lementa~J
Jackson ~lementary
Franklin Junior High
Gary 1lementary
Shore Junior High
DeSoto 1lementary

63% since
65% since
32% since
83% since
28% since
7% since
100;6 since
stable

On the basis of 35 pupils per room in

1950-1951
1953-1954
1944-1945
1944-1945
1950-1951
1944-1945
1950-1951

elementar~y

schools and 35 and

30 respectively in Junior and Senior High Schools and the memberships of
1956-1957, Table V shows that the capacities of many schools, white and
negro, have already been reached or are rapidly approaching saturation.
The Anderson, Lois,

r~ad ison

and

~vest

Tampa white schools and B. T. vashing-

ton Junior High negro school have currently exceeded their respective
capacities.
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An examination of the records of the Board of Public Instruction shows
how a difficult and complex problem ha s been met .

To meet the demand for

space the Board has not only built many ne-1.r schools but added classrooms to
existing plants.

In 1949-1950 as a typical example, the Dale Mabr,y school

of 8 classrooms was constructed .

I n 1951, 6 classrooms were added and in

the years 1953 and 1954, 3 and 7 more rooms.

In 1952, the Madison Junior

High School was constructed with 18 classrooms; in 1954 and 1955, 8 and 6
additional classrooms were provided .

Since 1950, at least 60 additional

classrooms were added to existing structures.

In 1955, the Anderson and

Lois elementary schools with 24 and 14 classrooms respectively were constructed and in 1956 two new HighSchools were added to the system - Chamberlain with 36 classrooms and Blak8 for negroes with 37 classrooms.

It is

now proposed to construct another Junior High School in the Interbay area
and another elementary school of 24 classrooms

on Watrous Avenue .

But ob-

Tiously with a continuance of growth more schools will be needed .
The policy of the Board has been aimed at sites of adequate area located in areas where tl1e population can be s 9rved

~ost

efficiently.

Fortun-

ately the Boarcl has made a study of available sites and has defined a policy
for their acquisition.

The only

retardin~

influence is funds with which to

build.
SUNNARY

From the foregoing data the current nature of the structural school
needs of the Tampa area are revealed.

The present schools are well distri-

buted to serve their respective areas but unfortunately most of them are
fast reaching their capacity and some have already exceeded it.
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TRANSPORTATION
The growth and development of Tampa as an important distribution,
marketing and manufacturing center has been due in no small measure to its
various transportation facilities - water, rail, air and highways - which
serve the immediate tributary areas, the nation and the world.
From its beginning, the port has been the focal point for every form
of transportation; it has served as a magnet to attract other modes.

Of

107 cities having populations in excess of 100,000 only 11 are not located
on navigable waters or along the borders of the Great Lakes and sea coastlines.
Transportation will always be a potent factor in the
and its environs.

grow~h

of Tampa

Increased production and processing in the tributary

regional area,an expanded industrial and commercial economy within the immediate urban area and an improved economy generally thruout the state and
region reflect t he need of coordinated systems of transportation.
In one respect the city is fortunate.

The major railroad and port

activities are currently concentrated '"-rithin the southeasterly quadrant of
the city, an area for many years identified vdth industrial growth .

The

availability of large undeveloped land tracts on the east side of the bay
and around McKay Bay and the port improvements proposed by the Hillsborough
County Port Authority south of Hooker's ?oint, favor this area for future
industrial and port expansion.
rail and highway facilities.

The various properties are accessible to
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RAILROADS
The two trunk line railroads (Atlantic Coast Line and Seaboard) enter
Tampa from the east in parallel lines adjacent to the major port developments.

In the Uceta area the shops, storage and principal classification

yards of the Coast Line are located.

The principal Seaboard storage and

classification yards are located westerly of 11th and north of Platt Streets .
The Coast Line extends along Polk Street thru the Central Business
District, across the Hillsborough River , and thence southeasterly to Port
Tampa where phosphate loading docks and petroleum storage tanks are located.
On the west side of the river a spur track extends northerly along Rome
Avenue to a point near Columbus Drive .

Soutl1 of Gandy Boulevard a spur

track extends westerly to serve warehouses and industrial sites on Old
Tampa nay in the vicinity of the Hendry Corporation .

The Coast Line also

extends northeast erly from the main line in the vicinity of 36th Street and
Broadway (Thonotasassa · branch) servjng industrial sites in the eastern
part of the city .

From this line a spur track can be extended into the pro-

posed industrial park area at the site of tr,e former Henderson Airport.

In

the center of the city the Coast Line has storage and freight facilities .
also a line extending solitherly along Ashley and · ater Streets to serve the
docks on the Garrison Chrnnel.
The Seaboard extends westerly from its central yards to serve freight
terminals on V.Jhiting St reet also along \'1at er Street to serve the docks.

A

third line crosses Garrison Channel to Seddon Island to serye the phosphate
loading terminal located thereon.

From its main line, the Seaboard also

extends northerly along 30th Street to a point near the Temple Terrace Highway where it divides into two branches, one extending westward to Pinellas
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County and the other northward to a connection with the main line at Waldo.
From the line ext ending into Pinellas County in the north part of the city,
a spur track extends southerly into the International hir Port area.
These various rail lines and their locations relative to the industrial areas and port facilities are shown in Figure 2 .
vvhen Tampa was a small town and the chief means of moving goods and
people were railroads, horse drawn vehicles and street cars it was desirable to locate freight t erminals and other facilities as n€ar the central
business district as possible.

In those days, Port Tampa was the principal

ter.minus of the Coast Line; there the classification and storage yards were
located.

hen, the line along Polk Street was not objectionable because

traffic flow within the Central Business District was light.

Since the

advent and wide usage of automobiles and especially trucks, the railroad
picture generally has changed .
Railroads universally have been obliged to modernize and improve their
various faciliti es to bett er s erve th e
meet competitive force s .

re c uira~ents

of th8 public and to

New classification and fr eight terminals have been

relocated in more r emot e spacious areas and conditions formerly acceptable
but now objectionable, have been eliminat ed.
been undertaken in many plac es.

Railroad unification has also

The removal of Seaboard freight facilities

from a down town central location in J a cksonville , the r emoval of Coast
Line tracks from a central business street in Gainesville, Florida, and the
unification of rail facilities in New Orleans are but a few of the current
trends.

The rail lines in Tampa could advantageously explore the possi-

biliti es of modernization, r elocation and unification.
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The relative location of the t-v1o trunk line railroads entering Ta1·npa
is such that all freight handling

&~d

yard classifications could be estab-

lished in the eastern part of the city.

fhe Coast Line long ago recognized

this advantage when their yard operations were moved from Port Tampa to
Uceta.

The Seaboard could readily consider a similar pattern and thereby

release valuable centrally located lands for industrial and other uses.
In the final planning of the new

F~ressway

across the central portion

of Tampa the possibility of relocating the Polk Street line to overcome
present conditions should be fully explored.

Finally, the central freight

storage yard betNeen LaFayette and Cass Streets should be relocated.

If

the City of Philadelphia could induce the Pennsylvanis Railroad to remove
the objectionable "China wall" from the heart of that city, there should be
a ray of hope for the City of Tampa.
The railroad pattern of Tampa is especially conducive to the creation
of a singlt terminal operation shar ed and controlled by the railroads.

A

Tampa Union Terminal Railroad could readily be responsible for all railroad
operations within a given described area, which would not only efficiently
serve all port

faciliti ~s

but all industrial sites as well.

The possibilities

of such a plan should be explored by the city and the railroads working
jointly.
In the Tampa area a number of industries are located on water front
sites, some on the Hillsborough River north of the Cass Street bridge, some
on Old Tampa Bay south of Gandy Boulevard and s ome at Port

T&~pa .

The major port facility however is that referred to earlier , located in
the southeast quadrant of the city.

This is the general area in which future

-
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port facilities should be established.

The improvements currently contem-

plated by t he Port Authority for this area will provide the port with added
land for industrial development and dockage facilitiEs.

The east shore of

the Bo.y off ers many possibilitits for future port development as far south
as

~bsonton.

It is not improbable that this area could become over the

years one of the principal industrial sites of the whole region.

MOTOR TRUCKS
Hailroads and water are but t 1r10 of the transportation means so far considered.

A third relates to motor trucks.

To minimize the competitive

positions of these various means of transportation (rail, water, trucks)
there should be a higher degree of coordination and correlation between
them.
In the rec E;nt past much has been writt&n ab out "piggy-back" operations.
Railroads in other parts of the

count~

operat e trucks for pick up, load

them on cars, carry th(:;m hundreds of miles, unload them and discharge the
cargo at t he store, warE-house or industry .

Not only is the "piggy-back"

operating on land but "piggy-backs" are now be:.ng loaded on specially designed vess els for export .

hltho this operat ion is new in the field of

t ransportation it offers possibilities in the general pattern of Tampa
dev8lopment.

Su ch op er ations requir e specially designed loading facilities

and equipment.
Currently there are some sixteen truck t erminals located in various
parts of Tampa (Figure 2).

Most of these operations are interstate in

character and therefore should be considered in the solution of any major
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transportation problem.

Obviously this form of transportation should be

accessible to major highways th&t E::nable easy, safe and quick ac cess into
the community and at the same time access to the rail and port facilities
without intensifying congestion and dela;)r on streets used principally by
passenger vehicles.
be important in

The circumferential routes referred to earlier will

me~ting

the requirements of

th~

trucking industry.

borne

of the trucking lines have already establisbErl large loading and unloading
terminal facilities.

The possibility of

should be explored in conjunction

~~th

est~blishing

a

t~1ck

terminal area

the various truck lines.

AIR PORT
The

co~n~rcial

transportation.

airplane is one of the major means of mass passenger

The privately owned and operated plane is also being used

increasingly by corporate executives a.nd others and in addition, the handling of freight and express by planes is in the e.scendency.

Along with

these expanded air services, larger, speedier planes are coming into use.
To meet the requirements of modern aviation,
port facilities must be provided.

ade~uate

air ports e.nd air

Many air ports considered adecuate only

a few years ago he.ve suc;denly beco:ne crcimped a::1d inadequate.
The Tampa International Air Port

oper~ted

by the Tampa Air Port Au-

thority occupies the site of the former Drew Field.

It is a large area

located in the northwest quadrant of the city, west of the Dale I"labry Highway and betwe en Columbus Drive and Hillsborough Avenue.

Altho the lands

surrounding the air port property are pr scntly sparsely settled they will
be more intensively occupied and populated with the passage of years.

In
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the ar8a south of Buffalo Avenue, west of the

D~le

Mabry Highway, the large

structure of the State Tuberculosis Hospital is located.
flight zones now

Three of the six

lands that are either developed now or are in the

blank~t

process of development.
The gradual intensification of land uses on the south and east of the
air port, much of which lies under the flight zone patterns, poses a question as to the future of tht air port. With the introduction and use of jet
propelled commercial planes of larger capacity and speed, measures of precaution must be taken.

Already cities finding themselves in similar situa-

tions are being obliged to establish new air ports where adequate ground
controls can be observed.

Because of t he lands

o~med

by the Authority to

the west and the predominantly undeveloped lands to the north, the Tampa
problem may solve itself but

notvvithstandin~

the growth and development

being experienced by the city justifies a mention of it here .

In as much

as aviation is a major facet in the over-all transportation problem of
Tampa everything should be done to protect the industry.

It would be well

to investigate the probiem with the authorities of the C. A. A. and if
necessa~r,

explor~

the possibilities of future air port sites.

Transportation plays an important role in the economy and development
of Tampa.

As tbe city grov;s, greater attention should be devoted to a co-

ordLnation of the various facilities.
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

The city is a corporate entity established to provide various services,
utilities and facilities to the people more economically and efficiently
than each individual could provide those sarrle services for himself.
addition to the basic needs of streets, water supply, sewerage,

In

~ridges,

power and light, the city is required to provide fire and police protection, garbage collection service, traffic control, recreation facilities,
library service, auditoriums and

com~unity

buildings.

The larger and more

dynamic the city, the broader and more complex becomes the structure of
government and its requirements for more space to accomodate the ever-increasing departmental administrative functions.

And also, greater become

the demands of the people for more services and facilities.
When Tampa was much smaller and more compact a relatively few services and facilities satisfied the needs of the people.

A City Hall, when

built, was of ample capacity to accomodate all the requirements of government.

A single public librarJ then close to the center of population, was

built large enough to serve the community for all time.

Only a few fire

stations were needed to conform to the requirements of the National Board
of Fire Underwriters.

The demand for auditoriums,

reational structures and facilities was nil.

com~unity

centers, rec-

But, thru the years of

growth and expansion the demands on government have become greater and
those facilities provided earlier have now become outmoded and outdated.
The city has grown up.
The City Hall is wholly inadequate to properly accomodate the various
departments of administration and operation.

Likewise the Public

Libra~
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is too small, obsolete and poorly located to service the needs of its
patrons.

And, more fire stations are needed as well as more community

neighborhood centers, recreational facilities and auditoriums.
LOCATION

CRITK~IA

Such public buildings as the City Hall , Federal Building and Court
House should be centrally located and easily accessible to serve the citizens most advantageously, with the least expenditure of time, money and
effort.

And because the automobile plajrs such an important role in the

lives of people, new public buildings
parking space.

~should

provide ample areas of free

These general basic requirements should be decisive in the

selection of sites for new structures - location, accessibility and parking.
In considering the probable location of any new governmental structures one must be conscious of such existing conditions as the street and
general land use pattern of the central district and the costs of land.
Altho high today , will land costs be relatively lower later?
IDEAL PLA
The ideal plan for t he future would involve a complete reorganization
and reconstruction of the Central Business District .

The redesigned area

would include a spacious governmental civic center around and within which
the various governmental and other public structures would be erected.

The

ideal would utilize the river front to the fullest and even convert some
streets into parkways.

This is tbe c'ramatic approach to stir men's blood

and one not beyond the realm of realization.
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ALTEHNATB NO.:._l
As an alternate, how can the ideal be approached without reconstructing the Central Business District?

The new Court House as one fixed point

of governmental operation suggests the general location of a spacious center to accomodate other public buildings.

\r/ithin

a

radius of several

blocks there are currently a number of vacant lots as well as a nurnbtr of
run down dwellings.

There has been a relatively small amount of new con-

struction in this area.

It is tterefore one of promise and worthy of

exploration.
ALT1lll\JAT1 NO. 2
The ideal plan contemplates the utilization of the river front property.

Within this area, a limited amount of structural development would

not be amiss.

A magnificent City Hall located on an axis with the Court

House would have a dramatic effect.
auditorium could be established.

Also within this same area a new

In the design of the a rea for both City

Hall and Auditorium, care must be exercised to provide adequate parking
areas -to serve the needs of the Central Business District .
POLICE. STATION
To relieve the pressure at the City Ha ll and to acquire additional
space, the Mayor has recently ac -JuirE.d land extending from Tampa Street to
the river between Scott and Estelle Streets, on which to erect a new Police
Station.

Altho the removal of the Police Department from th e present loca-

rion will makG additional space available for administrative functions, it
will not erase the ultimat € necessity of a new City Hall.

As stated in the

&~
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beginning it is outmoded and inadequate to efficiently serve the needs of
the people; sooner or later it must be replaced.
LIBRARIES

Standards of the American Library Association suggest that a Central
Library should be

locat~d

centrally in the main

stre&~

of pedestrian cir-

culation, preferably within the Central Business District.

Where such a

preferred location is not available, it should be as near thereto as poslitible.
The present Central Library is poorly located to serve effectively its
patrons.

It is also inadequate and obsolete.

Library would occupy a prominent place.

In the ideal plan the Central

It could be included in a river

front developqlenrt or on a portion of land to be made available by the removal of the Fair Association.
The Fair Ground site could well be allocated to a number of worthwhile uses.

A portion could be devoted to the expansion program of Tampa

University; a portion could be developed into a comprehensive tourist recreation center having divers facilities and a portion could be utilized by a
new Central Library and an Art Museum.

A library and a museum adjacent to

the University would create the nucleus of a cultural center.
As a result of their experiences with bookmobiles, the

Libra~

offie-

ials have doubtless acquired knowledge as to where neighborhood branch
libraries should be established.

In the growing, expanding community, the

Central Library should be augmented by conveniently located branches to
readily serve tributary areas.

At present there are 6 small branches
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distributed as shown on Figure 34, two of which are for non-white patrons.
No branches have yet been established in the annexed areas.

Four (4) ad-

ditional branches should be established ultimatelY in the general areas
also indicated on Figure 34.

Two of the existing branches, Hyde Park and

Ybor City, should be relocated to serve more effectively the areas tributary to them.

The Hyde Park branch should be relocated on a site farther

to the west and the Ybor City branch could well be moved to a site farther
t·o the north.

FIRE STATIONS
The National Board of Fire Underwrit€rs prescribes stahdards and rules
governing the organization, equipment and operation of fire departments, an
important part of which are fire stations.

In their rules, the National

Board of Fire Underwriters suggest that no part of a built up residential
area be farther ranoved than 1~ - 2 miles from an engine company.

Figure

35 shows the location of the various fire department stations now operating
and their types.

Around them is drawn a circle with a radius of 2 miles

which clearly defines areas not yet adequately served.

On this Figure are

shown also the probable or approximate site of stations that should ultimately be added to the system.
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YBOR CITY REDEVELOPivlThTT
That portion of Tamp2 known as Ybor City has contributed immeasurably
to the life and economy of Tampa.

Founded about 1886 as a cigar manufac-

ing center by Senor Vicente Martinez Ybor, it attracted
Spain and Italy.

J~tins

from Cuba,

A Latin community resulted, which thru generations of

families has given much to the cultural, spiritual and economic life of
Tampa.

Imparted to the characteristic of Tampa is the colorful, dynamic

vivacity of the Latin with its overtone of the castenet and guitar.
ing those days when Cuba was seeking freedom from
great hero of that struggle,

Seno~

Jose Marti.

Spain~

Dur-

Tampa harbored the

Ybor City should be to

Tampa what its counterpart the Vieux Carre is to New Orleans.
Unfortunately, thru the years of economic advance, Ybor City has
sacrificed much of its atmosphere to modernization.
quees, iron grills, balconies and other features
Latin have disappeared.
~ive

Mapy of the

charac~eristic

oldma~

of the

But fortunately a group of enterprising, aggres-

Latins headed by the Ybor City Chamber of Commerce is striving to

restore Ybor City - a worthy project.
As soon as the State of Florida can avail itself of the Housing Act
of 1954 relating to Urban Renewal, a project should be undertaken to restore
to Ybor City its prestige of for.mer years.
site of an International

Ma1~

Ybor City is today the logical

to which the countries of Latin and South

America can come to trade and exchange ideas.
be established where thruout the year
sented and exhibits be staged.
and reasonable.

forQ~S

A cultural center could also
and lectures could be pre-

The opportunity is great - the cause just
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HOUSING
The survey of subst andard housing made for the Housing Authority of
Tampa in 1950-1951 revealed a substantial number of substandard dwelling
units in the city as t hen constitut ed, the greater part of which were
located in thre e areas - Dobeyvill e, the Scrub and North 22nd Street.
Since that survey many of the slum dwellings of t he Scrub area have been
replaced by Public Housing units and lik ewis e Public Housing has eliminated
many in the North 22nd Street region.

Consequently the substandard dwell-

ing situation currently is not as unfavorable as it was in 1950-1951.

Yet

it must be recognized that new slums and new blighted areas are being
created constantly.
As business enterpris e invades a residential district or even approaches
it, the aeeds of blight and decay begin to grow.

In the first stage of the

process the owners reduce the upkeep, painting stops, the substandard rooming house appears and repairs slow up until finally t he property passes thru
the successive stages of blight to slum.

Many hundreds of standard dwell-

ings can be saved t he curs e of blight and slwn by
ment of zoning.

t~ e

strict, rigid enforce-

Zoning should be valued as the tool to prevent blight

rather than as the tool to initiate it.

Too frequently it is the latter.

To rehabilitate dwel ling areas in which the first evidences of blight
are appearing or thos e that may have reached t he status of slums, the city
should enact a Minimwn Housing Code - a measure that must accompany or
precede Urban Renewal.

A minimum housing code provides

minL~um

standards

for the faciliti es, occupancy and maintenance of existing housing.

It is

a compliment to ordinances regulating construction, plumbing and electric
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wiring or even land uses.

In addition to prescribing minimum standards,

most codes include provisions for administrative enforcement.

The minimum

standards provisions of the ordinance usually relate to lighting, ventilation, dwelling and room space per occupant, sc.nitary failities and structural deficiencies.

Its object is to rehabilitat e blighted and substandard

dwelling areas and prevent them from degrading further.
Slum and blighted areas of the city are a needless expense to the tax
payer.

In them many of the sordid seeds of crime and delinquency germinate.

The expense of polic e, fire and welfare departments are increasingly higher
because of them.

Therefore any measure tha.t -...-rill tend to improve housing

conditions and morals should be acceptable.
In recent years at least eighteen (18) cities in the south have
enacted Minimum Housing Codes, among them being Charlotte and Wilmington,
North'Carolina; Columbus, Augusta and Savannah, Georgia; Jackson, Mississippi; Houston, Texas; New Orleans, Louisiana and Miami,Florida.
codes when enforced make a

si~~ificant

Such

contribution to the improvement of

the community and therefore it is recommended t'1at the Board of Representatives adopt one for Tampa.
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SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS
The "Suggested Land Subdivision Regulations" prepared by the Housing
and Home Finance Agency (U. S.) says:

"The regulation of land subdivision

for residential and other uses is widely accepted as a function of municipal and county government in the United States.

Ig has become widely

recognized as a method of insuring sound comrrunity growth and the safeguarding of the interests of the home owner, subdivider and the local
government".
"Subdivision regula.tions should prevent excessive governmental operating costs.

At the same time they should assure to the maximum degree pos-

sible the mea.ns whereby land can be developed for the highest possible use
with all the protections against deterioration and obsolescence".
The subdivision regulation is primarily a guide to proper, coordinated
land subdivision.

~

it the city and county prescribe certain procedures

and adopt minimum design standards as prerequisites to the approval
recording of a plat.

and

The structure of such a regulation confonns generally

to the following form:
1.

Pre-Application Procedure:

Before preparing a plat in final form the

subdivider will pres ent a prelirrdnary plan and statement to the Planning
and Zoning Board for review.

This plan will show street

curvatures, lot arrangements and sizes and easements.

"~dths

and

It will show

also how the subdivision fits into the street pattern of the area surrounding it and especially its relationship to major thorofares.
lowing the approval of the

prelimina~

his final plan for final review.

Fol-

plan the subdivider will prepare
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2.

Design Standards:

These include such minimum requirements as the fol-

lowing:
(a) Lot width, minimum dimensions, area.
(b) Street widths, grade, curvature and align11.ent.
(c) Types of improvements to be ir.stalled.
(d) Basements and alleys.
(e) Block lengths.

3.

Rules for preparing and submitting final plat for approval.
Subdivision regulations do not impose undue hardships on the developer;

they merely guide hL11. in the best development of his land consistent with
accepted rules of design.
It is recommended that the Planning and Zoning Board prepare tentative
Rules and Regulations for Subdivisions for discussion with realtors and land
developers.

Subsequently after the various reactions have been crystallized

a final draft can be prepared and recommended to theBoard of Representatives
for adoption.
Currently the Department of Public Works of the City and the Engineering Department of Hillsborough County are operating under the provisions of
Bill No. 1244 passed by the Florida Legislature.
trol and regulation of subdivisions.

This act permits the con-

The City has adopted a set of minimum

standards which has been the source of criticism.

To unify the procedure

of the City and County the foregoing procedure is recommended.
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INDUSTRIAL PAill{S
"The planned industrial district is a tract of land which is subdivided and developed according to a plan for the use of a community of
industries, with streets, r ail lead trac!cs and utilities installed before
sites are sold to prospective occupants" .

The planned industrial area is a

feature recently introduced into the economic and land use plan of the
community.
The Henderson Airport crea of the County lends itself to the development of Industrial Parks.

The area between the bay and the Atlantic Coast

Line right-of-way east of the city also could be developed in this manner.
The organized

industrial district or park offers many Rdvantages to

prospective occupants as well as to the community.
can be provided.
ing pattern of

Sites of various sizes

Allied industries can be located and over-all, a pleas-

d~velopment

attained.

In Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles and

Wichita successful planued industrial districts have been established.
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~CTIONS

OF '!HE PLANNING AND ZONING BOARD

The Planning and Zoning Board occupies an important place in the .
governmental structure of the city.

As an appointed body of civic minded

citizens whose principal concern is the general welfare of the community,
it can be of invaluable service to the Mayor, the Board of Representatives
and the citizel:'l.ry generally.
The functions of the Planning and Zoning Board are many and varied.
Altho its chief objective is always a well rounded, well coordinated plan
of physical development, fundamentally it is a research as well as planning
agency.

In this role it can readily serve the various departments of

government.
As a research agency, the Board should acquire and keep in current
form basic information essential to an understanding of the city's various
problems.

These data will enable the Board to evaluate present conditions,

trends of movement and the many forces at work to cause changes in these
conditions.

Among the information the Board should acquire and keep current

and the records it should maintain are:

1.

Economic data having a bearing on the economy of the city.

2.

Population information - distribution and characteristics with special
emphasis on trends of population movements.

3.

A map showing the location of all subdivisions as recorded and a record
as to the pertinent features of these subdivisions.

4. A map on which are recorded currently all building permits and types
of structures.

5. Naintain a Land Use

~1ap

in a current status.
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6.

Keep a record of all new street improvements.

7. Keep a record of traffic flow and volumes.
As the work progresses the necessity of adding to this list will become
apparent.
As a planning agency, t he Board should devote constant attention to
the problems incident to grovrth, striving especially to improve subdivision practices commensurate with economic practices.

This study may re-

solve itself into the preparation of subdivision regulations.

In this

same capacity the Board should also examine and report to the governing
body matters relating to zoni ng.
spirit of the zoning plan.

Its tas{ is to maintain the validity and

where its studies reveal the necessity, the

Board should from time to time recommend major changes or revisions in the
zoning plan and regulations to the Board of Representatives.
Complimentary to its work of accumulating and maintaining current information, the Board should from time to time initiate special studies that
may have a considerable bearing on the city of the 1uture.
would be:

1~ong

such

(a) studies of blighted areas to d etermine whether they can be

rehabilitated or be converted to more useful purposes; (b) studies of the
Central Business District and its relationship to neighborhood shopping
areas; (c) studies of parking habits and practices and (d) recreation needs
in cooperation with the Recreation Department.

Thes e are but a few of the

special studies that might be initiat ed.
The Board should also maintain its maps in a current position.
date Tampa does not have a first class city map.

To

So one of the first tasks

of the Board should be t h e pr eparation of a suita.bl e bas e map.
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Continuous planning should be the primarf and foremost function of the
Board.

Supplied with basic data from the various planning studies, the

Board should maintain a continuous study.

The various recommendations in

the present plan should be studied by the Board and then overtures made to
the Board of Representa5ives in their behalf.
Because of their importance it is suggested that the Planning and Zoning Board give precedence to a consideration of the following matters:
l.

Urge upon the Board of Representatives a bill for enactment by the
forthcoming 1957 session of the Florida legislature, creating an Off•
Street Parking Authority.

2.

Conduct a study of tt1t: Fair Ground

~ree

to determine its best possi-

bilities.

3. Maintain ttru the office of your Secretary a close contact with the
office of 1rvilbur S. Smith who is engaged in making engineering studies
for the 1xpr essway.

By such a liaison rel&tionship the Board will be

kept advised constantly as to developments.

4.

Maintain close contact with the Board of F-ublic · ·arks as regards new
bridges at Krause Street, North Boulevard and Buffalo Avenue.

The

Board should have access to the status of these proj ects.
As stated before, the Planning and Zoning Board can perform a useful
service to the governing body and to the people but to be most effective,
it must have the wholehearted support and encouragement of the Mayor and
Board of hepresentatives.

without such support its work may be in vain.

